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This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teachereducation (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional competencies of vocational teachers. The
competencies upon Which these modules are based were iden-
tifierdand.verified through research as being Important to suc-
cessful vocational teaching at 4aoth the secondary and post-
secondary lever of instruction. The modules -are suitable for

.thelfreparation of teachers in all occupational areas.
Each mOdole provides learning experiences that integrate
'theory and application; each culminates with criterion refer-
enced assessment of-the'tireeher's performance of the spec-
ified competency. The materials are designed foruse by indi-
vidual or groups of teachers'in training working under the
directiOn and with the assistant of teacher educat,ors acting as
resource persons. Resource rsoni should e skilled in the
teacher competency being d veloped and should be thbr-
oughly' driented to PBTE' concepland procedures in using
these materials.
The design of the materials providesconsiderab le flexibility for
pfanning,and-conducting performance -based preservice and
inservIce teacher preparation programeito meet *wide variety
of individual needs and interetts.The materials are intended for
use by.universities and Colleges, 'state departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institutions, local edudation agencies, and
others responsible for the profelsional development of voca-
tional teachers. Further information about the use of the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents: Student Guldesto Using Performance-Based
Teicher. Education Materials,' Resource Person Guide to
Using Performaff-Based Teaicher Education Materials aad

I. -) Guide to 'Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher
Education
The PBTE curriculum podkages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by TheCenter's Program for
Professiotial Development for Vocational Education,Many in-
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated Arith The Cen-
ter and have .made pontributions to the .systemotic develop-

, ment, testing, gpvision, and refinement of these verf significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of Cnitial versions of the modules; over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post - secondary` institutions used the materials and pro-
vided feedback to The Cepter for revision and refinement.

Special recognition for major indivicilual roles in the direction,'
development, coordination of testing, revision; and refinement
of thesematerials is extended to the following program staff:
James B. Himilton,, Program Director; Robert E. Nortdn, As-
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sociate Program Director; Glen E. Fardig, Specialist; Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant; and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant. Recognition is also extended to Kristy Ross, Technical
Assistant; Joan Jones, Technical Assistant; and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist.for their contributions to the Mel refinement of
the materials. Contributions made by forme6arogram staff.to-
ward developmental versions of these. Materiale are also ac-
knowledged. Calvin J. Cdtrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and 'also directed the curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972. Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974.
Appriciation is also extended to all those outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed so generously in various

- phases of the total effort. Early 'ersions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with t vocational
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the 1Jn1versity of Missouri-Columbia. Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
Uniyorsity, and University of Missouri-Columbia.

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country.
Aevanced testing of the materials was carried, out with assis-
ance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College; Colorado State University; Ferris
State College, Michigan; Florida State University; Holland Col-
lege, P.E.I., Canada; Oklahoma State University; Rutgers Uni-
versity; State UnNersity College at Buffalo; Temple University;
University of Arizona; University of Michigan-Flint; University of
Miranesota-Twin Cities; University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Univer-
sity of Northern Colbrado; University of Pittsburgh; University
of Tennessee; University of Verthont; and Utah State University.

The Center is grateful to the National Institute of EduOatIon for
sponsorship of this PBTE curriculum development bffort from
1972 through its completion. Appreciation is extendedito the
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U.S }Office

i of Education for their sponsorship of training and advanced
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions,of EPDA
Part F, Section 553. Recognition of funding support of the
advanced testing effort is also extended to Ferris State College,
Holland College, Temple University, and the UnNereity of

-.Michigan-Flint. ,)

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The Center for, Vocational Education
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The Center for Vocational Education's Mission is to

inclease the ability of diverseageocies, institutions, and
oeganizations to solve educational problemsselating to'.
Individual career planning, preparation, and progression.
The Centerfulfills its mission by; .

Generating knowledge through research.
rDevelopkig educational programs and products.

a Evalgating individual program needs and outcomes.
Installing educational programs and products.
Operating information systems and services.
Conducting leadership development andtrajning
progowns.'
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The American Association for Vocational, Instructional
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization g,t univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational educatigrAt
voted to the improvement of teaching through better-in-
formation and teaching aids.
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INTRODUCTION
. .

Awell-managed vocational labbratory is like a
great smooth-running machine. The students
work like precision gears; the equipment runs as
one intricate and complex mechanism. The teach-
er functions as the throttle and linkage, moving
beef( and forth to control the energy of the whole
operation. Teaching and learning are accom-
panied lb the laboratory by a quiet whirring of
activity.° ",

Like asbeautifully,engineered machine, a good
laboratory is a source of satisfaction and pleasure.
The teacher works_wittla_minimum of tension and
fatigue, and: a great sense of accomplishment.
Students learn the skills of their chosen Occupa-
tion rapidly and well, and find joy in learning.

a
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School administrators appreciate the efficient way
in which the community's resources' are being
used.

EverybOdy benefits but qnly if all contribute.
The teacher needs to develop managerrient plans,
and procedures and see that they are maintained.
Students need to participate in the work of keep-
i nd the facility,orderly alid the equipment function-
ing. The school administration shOuld cooperate
with teachers to establish and support workable '
policies for laboratory use."

Each vocational education area has laboratories
'that are unique to itself, yet there are needs, prob-
lems, and solutions' that all laboratories share. It
is to these common-areas that this module is ad-
dressed. Five of the more, import t common as-
pects of managing and mainta g vocational
laboratories are (1) controlling the,env nment in
the laboratory., (2) controlling tools and upplies,
(3) maintaining equipment, (4) maintaining a stu-
dent personnel system, and (5) scheduling-labora-
tory use. All these management concerns are in-
terrelated, and all are responsibilities of the voca-
tional teacher.

Module E-:8, Organize the Vocational Labora-
tory, is concerned with pi'anning; designing, and
.organizing the physical facilities of the vocational,
educatiop laboratory. This-module is designed to
give yo/skill in managing and maintaining the
laboratory-in an ongoing progiom, and solving the
giay-to-day problems of I aboratom manne_ment. It
will help ydu develop elaborotory program that will
function efficiently anti willpbti a potent factor in
helping students achieve lheir educational goals.

9,
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ABOUT THIS MODULE

* Objectives.

Enabling Objectival: c_ 4 .
. After completing the required readings dethonarate.

knowledge of the principles aliq procedures involved
in managing a vocationaLlaboratoft (LearningEx-
perience l).

2. After completing the required-readisfg,k lan.en inven-
tory control system for a vocaticoaaaboratory in your
octUpational specialty (Ledminaperience

3. After complbting 'the required' reading, plan' an
eqUipment maintenance system for a vocational
laboratory in your occupational specialty (Learn kw
Experience , .

. .

4. After completihg the required reading, plan a Skident.
personnel system for a vocational laboratory' in yaw
occupational specialty (Learning .Experience

5. Given an actual vocational labbratoiy in ydurupa-
tional specialty; evaluate the managemdnt.p7stem of
the laboratory and develop plans for its improvement
(Learning Experience V).

Resources
A list of thekaitside resources which supplement those
contained within the module follows. Check With your
resource person ft) to determinethe availability and the
location of these resources, (2) tqlbcate additional
arenas in your occupational specialty, and (3 .toget
assistance, in setting up activities with peers orb erva-
tons of skilled teachers;-if Qecessary. Your cite'
person may also be contacted If; you have anydiffictfl
with directions, or in.assessiog your progress at any-

.

Relerenbe: Silvius, G. Harold and Estell H. Curry.
-Managing Multiple Activities In Industrial Educa-
tion. Bloomington, IL:ivicKnijht and McKnight Pub-
lishing Company, 1971.

Learning Experience II
Optional .

Reference: Storm, George, Managing, the Occupa-
tional Education Laboratory.- Belmont, CA: Wads-

4worth Publishing Company,
A vocational laborstbry in your occupational spe-

,
cialty which you car' visit.

Learning Experience HI
Optional

Reference: Storm, George. Managing the Occupa-
tional Education Laboratory. Belmont, CA:

41'
Wads-

,worth Publishing CoMpany, 1976.,
A vocational laboratory in your occupational spit
tcialty Which you can visit.

Learning Experience IV
Optional

A. vocational laboratory in your occupational spe,
deity which you can visit. .

.
--Learr44 Experien6e V

Required
: A vocational laboratory in your occupational spe-

cialty Whicn you can visit and evaluate.
A rqsource person to assess your conipetency in

) 26, evoluating the management of a vocational labora-
toreand planning for its,improvement.

Learning Experience VI
Required A

ctual school situation in.which you can manage
.a v catidnal laboratory. +7

time. - ,
A tesoarce person to assess your competency

,
in

Learning Experience I rfi aging a vocational' laboratory:
Optional

.

7
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__ This Modirle.covers performance element numbers 192, 193;195-197;
200, 2O1 from Calvin J. Cotrell et al., Model Curricula focVocationatand .-

4,
Tachnical;Teaciter Education: eleport No. V (Columbus, OH: the Center

e for:yotaiional Education, The'phio State University, 1972). The 394
.elemoints In this document form the research base trIr all The Center's

,...:., PIM module development... : . ,
9 .

' Fpr information aboutihe general 'organization of each module, general
Proadbres forheir use, and terminology which Is common to all 100

"moduleiotet About Uding The Center:111'8TE ModulesIon'the inside'
. back'cover. , °`, ,, ,
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Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW
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Read the following information sheet about the general principles and
procedures involved in managin'g'and maintaining a vocational laboratory.

- As you read, attempt to relate the information to laboratories in your own
occupational area.

MANAGING THE VOCATIONAL
, Most vocational education laboratories' are

complex and expensive faaities. 'It is important
that they be.managed well if the community's in
vestment in them is to be properly utilized and the
goals of the program are to be achieved. There is
equipment to acquire and maintain, supplies to be
purchased and distributed, a physical facility to be
arranged an kept in order, and students to be
organized a d given direction.

All this is a demanding part of your duties. At the
same time, a welt-managed laboratory can be a
source of great personal satisfaction to you and a
boon to students as.theywork to learn the skills of
their chosen occupation. '

Laboratory management is not, of course, an
end in itself. A clean and bright laboratory with
every toot in place, every instyment ancismachme
gleaming from loving care, anal every student mov-
ing like clockwork is an impressive sight, but it
should not be considered the ultimate goal of
teaching. The 'smoothly functioning laboratory

6

LABORATORY
should be designed to allow students totuccess-
fully enter their occupation, and should be pro-
tected so that it is available to generations'of stu-.
dents as they move through the program.

There are quite a number of reasons why goad
laboratory management is so important. A labora-
tory in which the tools and equipment are in order,
the noise under control, and the students well or-
ganized facilitates instruction. You can work ef-
fectively because the instruments of teaching are
available, the students can see and hear instruc-
tion, and the atmosphere enhances your effective-
ness.

An orderly laboratory fosters student learning.
The facilities encourage use, the physical envi-
ronment is comfortable, and the clean and bright
surroundings are psychologically stimulating
Students can learn because the requirements for
learning and practice are all there. The student
identifies with At successful operation in which he
or she, too, can succeed.

A well-organized and maintained labdratory
provides a safe setting in whiCh you and your
studenUi can work. Equipment which is in good
operattfig Condition, (vell-adjusted and properly
sharpened tools, clean floors and counter tops,
good lighting, and neat storage all contribute
heavily to safety. Ensuring student safety through
good laboratory management is one of your prime
responsibilities.

The,community expeqts its investment in the
vocational program to be wisely used and conscy
eptiously protected. Since the coStof education is
a major portion of the local_ tax burden, the com-
munity is concerned that expensive equipment is
maintained to ensure years of instructional use,
and that teachers make every effortto control toss
and damage. It is difficult for-schools to retain their.
support unless basic standards of good manage-
ment are achieved. s

By-working in a laboratory that is itself a model
of excellence, students can learn acceptable oc-

. cupational work habits and procedures. They tan
begin to acquire an understanding of the redbon-
sibilities they will have fcir maintaining their own
work stations, and will learn the expectations of
emploxers,in their field. If they participate in a,
successful laboratory maintenance prograrthey



will develop positive attitudes toward efficiency,
craftsmanship, and the care of tool S and equip-
ment. In attractive surroundings, students will tend
to enjoy-learning, and therefore want to continue
to work and learn in their occupation

A pleasaneand businesslike laboratory will at-
tract' new, interested, and capable students. If
they see exciting activities going on in an impres-
sive se,tting, good students will want to become
involved and will be proud to be a part of the
program

t sk." Organizing laboratory cleanup and mainte-
n nce around_small work crews would be abpro-

,. pr ate to meet this objective If, on 'reviewing the
program Objectives. you find nothing about assist-
ing handicapped students to enter and complete
the rogram,. then perhaps the objectives should
be r examined

The vocational laboratoryjnanagement system
should have clearly thought,through objecttves
These objectives should be based on, or consis-'t
tent with the goals of the total vocational program.
VVhilg they may not need to be written down, labo-
ratory management-objectives should be thought-
fully established. you should ask yourself, Just
what am I trying to accomplish in organizing the
laboratory9" and Why am I doing it this way9"
Such self-examination can keep.the management
program in proper perspective and can help ex-
por management ideas that are simply personal
habits or idiosyncrasies

For example, one typing teacher insisted that
students fold wastepaper instead of wadding it
before putting it rn the wastebasket An auto'
mechanics .

teacher as-
signed a stu-
dent to clean
the water
cooler at the
end of each

4, period. A
drafting
teacher al-
lowed stu-
dents to op-
erate the
blueprint
machine

41, X

only on Fri-.
days. It is questionable whether these manage-
mebt rules- are really designed to promote the
goals of the prograrrf, or are consistent with the
derlands of the occupation.,;

Before developing a set of laboratory manage-
ment plans, it is helpful to review the stated goals
and objectives of the program. If statements of
goals andobbjectives do not exist, then it is likely
that they should be -prepared. Each objective
should be'examined to see if it has any implica-
tions for laboratory management

For example, assume an obje9tive states that
"the student will exhibit the ability to/work effeo-
tiveli with others in a small group on a common

Cont oiling the Laboratory_Environment
pne f your genre' managemer1t duties is to

control e laboratory.envitortmeRt. This includes
providin proper heating, healthful ventilation,
adequate lighting, and controlled noise - level.
Laboraton s that are too hot or cold, poorly vecti-
lated,or n. sy cause physical discomfort to stu-
dents They increase behavior problems and knter-
fere with learning To some extent, you can control
the laboratory environment andiadjust II to suit the
situation .

While most lighting fixtures are permanent parts
of the butldingryou can usually control the type
and the amount of light The fixtures, bulbs, and
tubes can be regularly inspected to be sure they
are operatrng efficiently Steps should be taken
immediately to have poor or nonfunctioning
ing replaced

It is usually gold practice in modern labora-,
tsines to turn on thegeneral lighting when classes
begin and leave it on during the school day. Spe-
cial local lighting in storage areas, exhibit spaces,
And on machines should be used when needed
Window shades can be raised or lowered as
necessary to provide maximum light withouldirects
glare. An ill-lighted, gloomy laboratory is not only
an unsafe and inefficient place to work, it is also.
depressing to both students and teacher. Some-
times all that is necessary'to remedy the situation is
a flick of the light switch.

You need to make sure that the laboratory has a
supply of fresh air-and the room is at the proper
temperature. You canturn the ventilating fans on
when needed and, perhaps, adjust the ViinclOw
openings In some buildings, the heating and cool-

7
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ing thermostat tan be regulated to control the
temperature in the-individual laboratory. You can
operatetheexhaust- systems is-needed- tqfem ove
pbtentially harmful dust, gases, and exhaust emis-
sions.

A good air environment is always desirable& bi
insome occupational areas, state or kital health
and safety regulations are also involved. You need
to make sure- that your laboratory meets tbese
standards.

Some vocat nal programs require special en-
vironmental co itions to be Maintained in the
'laboratory. The horticulture program's green-

.- house may require a high relative humidity. A
meat-cutting laboratory may need an unpsuag
lower temperature. Teachers of, such programs
should know what is reguired and .should make
sure the custodial staff makes the necessary ad-
justments to maintain right conditions

Noise is a big prbblem in many schools, and
laboratories, and it is becoming more and more
severe. As schools get morttrowded, and as the
world outside the sc is gets,increasingly noisy,
the laboratory b omes a more difficult place in
Which to work. Because the effects of noise can
result in apathy, depression, lack concentration,
br fatigue, you must make every effort to keep
noise undei control.

'Noise is unwaNed sound. Thus', even the sauna
of the band playing the school song in the other
,wing of the building, or the sound track of a next-
ctoor teacher's film,..es noise in the laboratory

Noise coming outside the laboratory can
at least partially controlled,a5bfs Orwtndows

cartNbe closed, or-acoustic ceiling tile installed.
Sorrtetmesjt may be necessary to work out a co-
operative arrangement with your fellow teachers
so that their class noises are not scheduled during
your lectureldomonstration times, and vice versa

that students wear ear protection devices when
operating especially noisy machines

Another source of noise is that produced by the
:student's themselves. While most students cannot
be expected to work in silence, they can be ex-
pected to keep noise down to a minimuin Equip-
ment noise begets student-crealed noise, which
starts a vicious circle of confusion... If students are
to learn, you must control the amount and level of
their conversations., \q, ,

Of course, there are definite limits to what you
can do to provide a quality laboratory environ-
ment. The laboratory may be directly under the
flight pattern of a nearby airport. The spool en-
gineer may control the heating, ventilation, and
even lighting for the entire building The voca-
tiqnal 'laboratory May be located next to the ag-
riculture cow barn, and the roof may leak You then

6
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You may also be able to reduce the noise pro-
duced within your.own_laboratory. When purchas-
ingiequivment, if a quieter, rnore well-insulated Tool and Instrument Management
model is available, spe&fy that mod41. Sound-

....
In most vocational education -laboratories, thereabsorbing cork pads can be installed- under the are a gfeat number and variety of tools and instru-legs of vibrating machines. 'Fiberglass padding ments which need to be provided to students'.

can be placed inside machine cabinets. You can Tools are devices or instruments used by the
keep equipment well adjusted and replace worn, craftsman in the course of work, and are usually
noisy partto hold down sound levels. Power cut- portable and hand operated. The mechanic's-
ting tools (such as circular saws) make less noise if hammer and wrenches, the machinist's microme-
the blades area kept sharp and clean. - \ ters, the cook's carving knives, the office worker's-

Some laboratory noise {like that produced in rubber stamps, and, the nurse's stopwatch can all 0-
testing jet aircraft engines) is so intense that ft be considered tools. _ .

requires sophisticated engineering, to keep it Tools range in size from tiny burrs used in the
within tolerable limitg. The individual teacher can- dental auxiliary program to giant wrenches used
not solve such problems. If all else fails, require for diesel engines. Some tools are very,cheap, bf4t

many are extremely expensive.-The thing they hve

9 .
.
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must use every device to minimize the difficulties
and utilize the advantages of the situation to the
fullest extent. kloWeAPF, some things may simply
have to be endured because nothing can be done
about them. ,



in common is that they are in constant use by
students and must be readily available to them

-Yep -They must be managed by the teacher to keep
the tools In good condition and under control This
is nosimple task; and usuarly requires some form
of highly organized system

Management of tool4 and instruments jean im-
portant aspect of yourespohsibilities While some
of the duties of tool management may be dele-
gated, to others ,(e.g , a teacher's aide may do the
sharpening or adjustment), the ultimate Tesponsi-
bility must be the teacher's tt)e community ex-,
pects you to Safeguard its investment in labonetory
tools, and to utilize them efficiently.

The whole instrUctional program is affected by
the effectiveness of the tool management system.
Students cannot work and learn efficiently if the
essential tools-are lost or in,pooi- condition Their
interest and enthusiasm soon lag On the other
hand, &smoothly functioning managementsystem
promotes habits of orderliness and efficiency in
future workers. Jr) planning your tool management
system, there are several principles that should be

. considered.

All the necessary tools and instruments of the
occupation should be available toLstudents.
YoU should not retain a' separate collection fdr
your exClulive use However, very delicate or very
expensive tools should usually be kept securely
under the teacher's control Students can then
sign the tools out when they are needed.. ,

'Tools that are frequently used by students
should be located as close as possible to the
work area in which they are to be used.Thiss...
savA students' time and minimizes the problem of
-students disturbing each other as they move
around the Iporatory

Tools should be .organized so -.they can be
quickly and accurately located by students.In
practice, this means that each tool must have a
definitely assigned spot and,that there should be
sortie logical grouping arrangement (e g., all -

measuring tools together, all templates grituped
' on one panel, etc.).

Tools that come in a series or gradations of
some kind (e.g., size, color), should be organized
in sequence for easy identification. ror ex-
ample, metric wrenches should be placed so that
10, 11, a9d 12 mm wrenches are next to each other,
lettering pens should be arranged from fine to
heavy. Of course, this means that tool holderhave
to be-designed so that only the correct tool will fit
the holder. If this is not done, the series will be
constantly out of sequence because, when several
tools are off the panel, it will be difficult to replace

any one tool correctly.

9

Tools should be organized so the teacher cat...
visually inspect them quickly and easily at the
beginning and end of the laboratory period.The
-teacher should be able to see almost at a glance
whether a tool is in its right place and in proper
condition-

Tools should be made to look and feel attrac-
tive.A good worker takes pride in fine tools, and
this attitude Can be learned through the training
prbgram. Tool surfaces should be, bright and
clean, the bodies painted or finished as appropri-
ate, the handles smooth and heat It is difficult to
enjoy working with rusty tools with sticky handles,
even if they do actually work satisfactorily

Tools should be stored in such a way as to
prevent damage.For example, hand saws
should be hung separately on a panel, not piled in
a drawer where they will damage each other, metal
tools should never be stored near hydrochloric
acid since the acid fumes will cause severe corro-
Sion.

Lost or -damaged tools should be replace&
quickly.Student work should not be hampered
by the lack of a single tool. If tools are not replaced,
you may hav difficulty remembering which ones
.are supposed to be there and which are not. The
tool management system soon gets out of control,
If it is impossible to replacepthe item unmediately,
itsplace on the storage panel should be taken by a
tag or other marker saying, 'Being Repaired or
"To Be Replaced.

There are several suitable techniques for provid-
frig studets with access to tools. The choice for
any particular vocational program will depend on a
number of local factors including (1) how tools are
traditionally handled in the occupation, (2) how
many related programs there are in the occupa-
tional cluster, (3) the number and complexity of
toolS needed in the training program, and (4) the
degree of security required to safeguard tools in a
particular school settjng.

Following are a number of techniques for mak-
ing tools accessible to students. Cbmbinations of
these various tool distribution techniques may be
the best t olUtion

Toot storage rooms"(tool cribs) may be loc-ated
within the laboratory.Students may check out
tools from the attendant (a fellow student assigned
do a rotating basis). This metho'd increases se-

.curity, but usually creates considerable waste of
time.

A centrally located 'tool room may serve sev-
eral vooational education laboratories.If the
number of programs warrants it, a paid attendant
may be in charge. There'is a possibility with this
arrangement/hat students will lose still moretime

S



, Open tool panels 16/ated conveniently about
_the_laboratorb-4hte_sittdents tree access to

tools.They may be closed and locked when the
class is not in session :If pioperly designed, such
panelg can be attractiVe, gorivenient, and safe,
They will, however, need to be inspected on a regu-
lar basis by the teacher.

Kits of basic tools can be assigned to each
student for a designated period of time. Stu-
dents Work more effectively because the needed
tool is always handy. The expense of providing
multiple sets of tools.may be high, however, and
storage space may need to be provided for the tool
kits.

Students may be required to purchase their
Owns:set of basic tools.This method, is defensible
if they will be expected] to have tbeir own, tools
when they enter the occupatioA as beginning
workers. If draftsmen are expected to have their
oWn set of drafting instuments, they may as well
acquire and learn to use them in the training pro-
gram. Teachers of some trades (e.g., machinist,
tool and die maker) often encourage students to
gradually acquire a set of precision tools for them-

. seiv,es. -

"A place for everything, and everything in its
place," is an adage that is particularly appropriate
for a vocational education -laboratory. An or-
ganized tool management system that provides a,
convenient and safe place for everything will be of
tremendous value tb the program. Students and
teacher alike will _enjoy productive work in the
laboratory.

Handling Supplies
If students are to learn through laboratory prac-

tice, the necessary supplies for the learning ac-
tivities must be available to them. You have the job'
of getting the supplies, storing therii properly, and
distributihg them to students when they are
needed. These can become time-consuming tasks

7

which tales away from the central work of instruc-
tion. Therefore, 4Ou should manage the supply
'system so it functions with as little effort as pos-
sible arid yet, controls supplies efficiently. Many
supply items are expensive; others pose handling
problemS because they must be stocked in great
wariety, or are bulky or hazardous. Without an
efficient system, you will spend a great deal of time
and effort trying to solve supply problems and tak-
ing care of emergency needs.

Laboratory supplies are unique to each`occupa
tional area, but there are some characteristics or
qualities Of laboratory systems that are common to
all. Most important of these are the following. First,
students should have all the supplies that are
necessary,to complete the learning activities they
are doing to attain occupational competencies.
These supplies should beof appropriate type and
quality for the learning activities, and should be in
good condition when they reach the student. Poor
materials discourage good work.

Supplies should be readily available to students
so they do not waste valuible laboratory time wait-
ing for supplies. This does not mean that you
should be constantly running to provide students
with materials. The system shoUld help students to
work efficiently, not be an obstaclei tb theni.

Waste oaaboratory supplies must be kept to an
absolute minimum. This requires well-managed
supply storage, intelligent purchasing, and or-
ganized distribution. Students often need to be
taught how to avoid waste. They may not realize,
for example, that cutting a swim') out of the mid-
dle of a boarcror a piece of fabric, just because that
pieCe is most attractive, is poor practice. In some
occupations, knowing how to use supplies without
waste is an important -occupational,competence.

Loss of supplies due to carelessness, pilferage,
or vandalism must be kept in check. This is an
increasingly difficult problem for vocational
teachers and will require considerable effort in
some settings.

Hazardous substances, or materials wbject to
student abuse, must not only be stored-securerY,
but must be distributed so as to control their use.

Some of the above characteristics of a good
supply system are apparently contradjctory. For
example, students' should haye ready access to
needed supplies, yet loss of supplies Must be con-
trolled. If possible, you will want to devise supply
procedures so that all desirable characteristics'are-

.include& It may be necessary, however, to make
sqme compromises. In that case, it will' be neces-
sary to &icicle which are the-most important objec-
tives of the supply syttem:li it better, for example, I

to be sure that students can get supplies easily and
quickly, even if this means some chance of loss?.

4



Dispensing Supplids.
Vocational teachers do not always agree onthe-

test system for dispensing supplies from storage
to students, They do tend to agree that if it is 'not
done systematically, it will be a nui$nce to the
teacher and will distract from the work of instruc-
tion. As in handling tools, the choice of thesystem
for distributing supplies will depend much on the
'type of vocational program,andthe school setting.
Following are some of -the alternatives.

The sharing of these educational resources with
the community is, a Mai aspect of the school's total
educational function and should.be done at every
opportunity However, sharing instructional re-
sources should not impair the vocational program
for which the resources were primarily provided
The needs of students who are in the regular day
and evening programs have priority. The facilities

____and equipment should be available to them when
needed, in the proper workirig order. ..

To ensure that a 'sound edu'cati'onal situationA supply room, pr supply cabinet, can be lo-
cited within the vocational laborato Ve continues to exist, policies should be established

ry. ry beforehand to cover th2., use of the physicallarge or bulky items may need to be stored on
f4cilitteS by others. You mly have to.take the initia-supply racks in the laboratory itself Student atteri-
five in making known to the administration the.dints may be assigned ona rotating basis to dis-
need for such a policy You may be asked by thepense supplies and record changeS.You may take 'administrator-

. -.personal responsibility, for dispensing supplies, to assist inbut if this is the Case, thNUpply room should only developingbe open for business for a short, specyredtirnept such a pot-.,the beginning of the laboratory period. If at all icy, ar an'possible, the system should:require students to fill existing pol-out a requisition for supplies the day before so you icy may need ,-
can h the orders filled d ready t Thhave r- i , , , -

special cif
ers an rea o go ougrcumstances

may arise, it is important to be Up- , 01 r...,

that you don't continually break off instruction in .
dated and

, modified I J
V ,,order to get some small item for a student. .

The folfOw- /,. I

A cpntral supply, room may be. set up to serve ins gurde,,-
several vocational programs in the school.A lines shouldpaid clerk may be used .to dispense supplies and , prove helpfit
keep the.recordS. ThiS,arrangement relieves some, iro'beiielop,'
of your load, but it can also caOse some prdblems, t
Students maywaste time getting supplies, and the

)ing, polici'es , .

for the use of the ptiysica,1 facilities and eqUipmeraclerk may not know exactly ths. material that they by other groups ',.,.. .

need
i f." Any proposed Policy for the Use of fcilitieS

..$uppli6 maybe kept in open cabinets or On . and equipment must tonform to local and
shelvesand racks, freely available to Studentsi s state regulations. '
needed.You can oversee the use of supplie The proposed policy should be approved an,
generally to be sure they are
system may work perfectly 'not

misused. This supported, by. the school 'administration. .well with mature
A schedule for the use of facilities and equip-groups where the supplies are fairly simple and
merit, -should be drawn, up. This scheduleeasy to manage, and/or in programs where the
shoUld. be agreed to by all those concern%d, - It D'supplies have ,little value outside, the laboratoht

itself. Such Conditions may exist in'training pro- Provision should, be Made for the security of .

grams for such occupations as keypunch opera- facilities, equipment, and materials.
tors; bricklayers, offset printers, or welders.Obvi- : Sharing of responsibility for lost, stollenpof-
ously, such an uncomplicated arrangement makes damaged equipment or materials shouldbe
legs demands one teacher. . established 4-

__ 'Prevision for maintaining and cleaning the
Policies'for Laboratory,Use by Others equipment should' be made. --

'I Separate-storage of prbiects and materials for
Very often, schools with vocational programs each group should be provided;

are asked to sharetheir fealties and equipment
A complete inventory of tools,equipment, andwith other in-school and out -of- school groups. supplies shouldbe maintainedCommunity education classes, manpower de-; ,

velopment and training programs, summer schoql
programs, and special adult short courses may Scheduling Labora!ory.Ose p

1

require the use of vocational education ;facilities Vocationareducation laboratories are usually. ,
. i
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busy places. In order to derive maximum useful-
ness and efficiency from the facilities, the activities
Of the laboratory should be scheduled carefully.
Attention should be given to scheduling vocational
classes, sctjeduling units of instruction, and or-
ganizing students within a class so as to utilize all
the available laboratory work stations.

If tWo or more vocational teachers are using the
same laboratory for their classes, they need to
have their class schedules planned to provide best
use of the facility with.it minimum of conflict. In
most institutions, class scheduling is done by an
administrator, not the teachers, but it is possible to
prOvide input to the person in charge of schedul-
ing. He ar she should be informed Of the special
problems arising froiri having more than one
teacher use the laboratory:

`the teactiers involved may be able to Make posi-
tive suggeltions as to the best class schedule. It
may be possible, for' example, to schedule the
work load of two-ttachers,so that one will teach a
related class ifn a classroom while the other
teaches in the laboratory, thus aAtilizirig the avail-
able resources to their fullest extent.

5-hr`S

I
\ 5s cktd," '
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In most vocational programs involving several
areas of work, it is not feasible to provide each
student with his /,her own equipment. To attempt to
do's° woad entail enormous expense and a great

. deal of space. It is, therefore, necessary for you to
plan the work of the class so that each student is
allowed a fair share of time to work with each, piece
of equipment. This may be accomplished by fixed
time schethiles, by having students work on a va-
,riety of learning activities, Or by very informal
scheduling as opportunities arise.

It is becoming increasingly important that every
vocational student be provided the time and op-
portunity to work in all instructional areas in the
prograrrf? In some occupational specialty areas
(Cosmetology 'and dental assisting, for example)`
state regulatory agencies require a designated
number of hours of work ih clinicalsituations (i.e.,
with actual patrons or pitients). .

In competency-based vocational programs, it is
essential that students have the opportunity to d&

-velop the requir d degree of skill in all of the spec
cified com to cies of the occupation. In order for
the teacher certify student competencies,
he/she must have observed the student perform-
ing the skill according to the predetermined
criteria. It is, therefore, imperative for the teacher
to manage the laboratory on a systematic basis so
the necessary experiences take place and the
learning occurs: .

Coping with the management problems in a
laboratory where several major learning activities
are going on at the' same time is demanding.
Teachers.who have been most successful at this
are those who have planned and prepared for it.
The problems and constraints of each vocational
service area are perhaps unique, but there are a
number of procedures you can follow that will help
you to 'schedule laboratory activitiesteffectively.

There may be several instructional areas in the
laboratory where tool& equipment, and work sta-
tions are grouped for some major activity. Since all
the learning activities do not need to take place at
the same time, plan the term's work so that certain
work stations are used for one type of activity at
the beginning of the term, and another activity at
the ere of the term.

In order to get the school year off to a smooth
and efficient start, select for the treginning learn-
ing activities those that can be done by the whole
group at the same time! This means that' the ac-
tivities will probably have to be relatively simple
and limited ones. There will have to be sufficient
hand tools and work stations so all may work with-
out hindrarice..Students will complete these first
activities at varying rates and can then be assigned
a variety of continuing activities.

Because of the limitations of tools and equip-
ment, it may be impractical to begin the dais with
only one activity. If several different_student ac-
tivities are to be started at the beginning -of the
term, delay actual laboratory work until a series of
basic lessons or demonstrations have been Oven.
Important and° representative operations should
be demonstrated in each of the'activities that stu-
dents are about,to undertake.

When this method is used, there will be a con-
siderable time laPse for some students between
the time they receive group instruction for a task
and when they actually have a chance to practice
that aciilAtii, at their work stations. You can
minimize thlt difficulties by using the following
techniques.

Schedule activities to keep the time lapse to a
minimum.
Provide instruction sheets to help students I

= remember the steps in the job.

;
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a Provide_ individual and/6r small-group mini-
demonstrations to refresh the memory of stu-
,de as they finally begin the activity.
Have s dents who have successfully com-
pleted th activity help those who are just
beginning.

Install a work statio rotatioii *tern' so that
each student is provid d a definite and predeter-
mined number of days-to Work at each piece of
equipment. The rotation can be by individual stu-
dents or by small groups of students. The rotation
period can be week'ly or every two Weeks. This
system has some obvious and serious deficien-
cies, because all students do not work or learn at
the same rate. However, where facilities are very
limited; it may be a necessary solution.

Rotate students among the reqUired work sta-
tions on the basis of individual progress. As a
student achieves the competencies of one area, he
or she is assigned a new area of work This permits
individual students to work at their own rate and
continue until they have learned the necessary

'skills. -

The movement toward individualized instruc-
tion, competency-based instruction, and Open-
entry/opeh-exit programs requires that students
rotate work-stations on an individual basis In order
to make this system work, flexible scheduling Of
students and a suitable record-keeping system are
necessary.

Maintain a progress chart,to keep track of stu-
dent achievement and assist in implementing a
work rotation system. A progress chart posted in
the laboratory not only aids in devising work sta
tion assignments, but also keeps students in-
formed about how well they are meeting the
course objectives

In a competency -based vocational education
program, some form of progress chart (either
posted/or kept in your recercle)4s essential in alloW-
ing you to record each student's achievement in a
greaLkimber of occupational skills A simple pro-
gress aart- is shown in Sample 1.

You can provide a scheduled variety of cus-
tomer work so students can fully utilize the avail-
able work stations In programs such as television
repair, cosmetology, auto repair, and dental hy-
giene, the instructional program depends on "live
work" (i.e., actual customer service work).

Youshould schedule and organize live work on
the basis of student instructional needs rather thans_._
on customer convenience. In auto mechanics, for
example, if some students need learning activities
in 'wheel alignment, and the equipment is not in
use, you need to keep that work station operating
by searching for suitable wheel alignment cus-
tomers among school staff, students, or commu-
nity members

Provide open laboratory time for students
Periods ortime when regular classes are not using
the. lakoratory can be scheduled as open labs. This
time is usually scheduled during late afternoon or
evening hours. During the open laboratory time,
students can come in on a voluntary basis to make
up missed hours, Work on personal projects, prac-
tice skills, or use equipment that is in heavy de-
mand during the regular class period. You, or
some other paid supervisor, must be on hand when
the laboratory is open, but for the m6s1 part the
work should be self-instructional. Schools with
crowded class schedules or double sessions often,
cannot arrange for any unscheduled laboratory
time.

0
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SAMPLE 1

RESS-CHART

4bOratOiyActiiiiiies .0°

Agricultural Mechanlcs.1abpp
,

MairttaipirigEinalt 6asol a Engines

UsingAgriCultural Meharflcs Tools
.

pXyacetylene Welding%

Electric Arc' Welding

Mixing and Using Concrete

Constructing Small-Buildings

Applying Paints

Installing Electrical Wiring*

Optional
Activity

Key

10-17
10-23

-i0=.17
16:28

',:f0-3.j
-11;44

--. ,-

10=177
-...,/1'...7,-,:, ,.-

:-.'-',:.;,"--'2;'?

.,..- ,.. .7,-,11-11-i
--', ''.;

., . -,..,,,...,
"...'- ',...,-: .-

,,,,

1041:'11,-.:::,'=fr,,''-:-,:s.-..:,-,-i":::',;',,

,;,,- -,:,' .. ,,,,,;:,,,,,,:,:.,,:..--7,=,-n-t-

, , , -"",'''., -
;--'`

A 0=177-
11-11-

10-31- 10-17 :,
2..,v."--;;',;,-

,- ,.. ,..,
,. `"4.'";

,-

.; .,11-117 10-28
.
, .

10=31 ; ": -:.,:',-

., .. . % .

10417:.?-;10-_24,-,
,7' ,10''''21":' 40428 -

.
, .

. -
','.

10=24:'
-10=287710=21

-1017 '''', -, '''

'''--

Date student started activity
Date completed 4

For more information on storing tools, and for ideas that you may be able to
apply in, your own laboratory, you may wish to read Slims and Curry,
Managing Multiple Activitie.i; in Industrial Education, pp 249-260
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The following items check your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Managing the Vocational Laboratory, pp. 6-14.

SELF-CHECK.

I. Essay:
Each of the four items below requires a short, egsay-type response. Please explain fully, but briefly, and
make sure you respond to all parts of each item.

:I, Discuss the following statement: "Good laboratory management greatly increases the potential for
. student learning in a vocational program."

2. What, if anything, is the relationship between the objectives of the vocational education program and
the system of laboratory management that is installed?

C."
I°U
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3. What responsibility has the vocational teacher for the general environinthtal conditions (heating,
lighting, ventilation, etc.) in the laboratory?
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4. How can toots and instruments be controlled and, safeguarded and yet be accessible arid. useful to
students wo king in the laboratory?

H. Critique:. GC

Read the following description of two teachers' approachesto managing their respective laboratories,
and critique in writing the teachers' perfprmance. In lour critique, include suggestions for how the
teachers could Improve their management procedures.

I

You have arranged to visit the Arcadian Area Voca-
tional School to see two vocational laboratories
and talk to the teachers who are responsible for
the pfogr'ams. Mr. Carl Yancy, the administrator in
charge of instruction in the school, takes you
down to the office machines laboratory. "I want
you to meet one of our best teachers, Ms. Priscilla
Tho as. Ms. Thomas runs the finest laboratory
pro ram in the country."

\- Aft Mr. Yancy leaves, Ms. Thomas begins to show
you around the laboratory. The cabinets are
painted lovely pastel colors, the floor is carpeted,
the place is spotless. The teacher is obviously,
proud of the equipment, and with reason. "We just

Jgotthts.expensive machine recently. I demonatrate Yo(i inqui e whether she ispianning any changes
its use, but of course I don't leit students use it or additions to, the program."No, not really. We
because they might damage it:" should have a stencil duplicator, I suppose, be

cause many of the small businesses in the area useYou comment on the fine collection of reference' them, but it is so messy, you know." .

materials you see on the shelves in Ms. Thomas'
office..

"Yes," she replies, "the sohool has been generous
with funds for library materials. I find it very helpful
iQ planning my lessons."

.In answer to a question about student participation
in the Management and maintenance of the lab-
oratory, Ms. Thomas responds, "Students are in-
deed.very valuable in helping to maintain the lab-

'oratory, and I use
in the back of the ro
ished today's assi n -
straighten the

whenever I can. Those two
f6r example. They fin-

t early, so I got them to
ply cabinets."

17



You thank, Ms. thomas for an instructive visit, and
make your vyay to the back of the school to see the
laboratory for farm equipment maintenance..

It is ,actually just a large shed next to a field. The
only will is where the shed meets the school build-
ihg4 It hardly deseryes the term "laboratory," you
think. You see the teacher outside with a group
gathered around a tractor.

He makes the introducticin. "You're the visitor from
the college, and I'm Al Fresco," he booms..

You tell him you are there to get ideas about mart -
aging laboratories, and he cuts, in, "Don't belie,ve
all that stuff you read in those teacher educatiop
modules; it can't be done. You always have' too
many students and pot enough money. It takes two
weeks just to 'get a faucet fixed. We do have good
ventilation out here though," he laughs. "When it
rains we go inside and have a related lesson."

Mr. Fresco talks nonstop as he shows you sound.

0

!

F/

t

N,

"The important thing is to keep the students busy
... get plenty of jobs set up solhey can practice
maintenance operatkons ... keep all the equip-
ment running even if you have to come in Satur-
days to do it. Mr. Yancy gets on me sometimes
about how the shop looks, but after all, farm
mechanics isn't a white-glove occupation'. I really
should build a new tool panel .. . haven't lost a tool
in a couple of years though ... students want to
use the tools, so they take care of them . . . we don't
have3a cleanup organization/. . . everybody just
pitches in to get the job-do he, and I try to see that
one person doesn't always get the dirty work.
Supplies? .. . everybody just uses what he needs
.. . no problem, except things are hard to find
sometimes." -- .

leave Mr. Fresco's lab at the end of the hour,
orn out and slightly con'Iused about laboratory

management. You spot a convenient tree under
which yot/ can sit to collect your thoughts and
come to some conclusions

a
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4.

, Compare your-written responses on the Self-Check w
swers given below. Your responses need not exactly du
responses; however, you should have covered the sam

MODEL ANSWERS
I. Essay:
1. Even experienced teachers are sometimes as-

tonished to find that students can learn under
very poor. conditions if. they are motivated
enough.There is, however, ho doubt that stu-
dents will learn more efficiently and will want to
continue learning if conditions are attractive,
comfortable, and cbnvenient. In a laboratory
that is well managed, the teacher attempts to
provide just the right environmental setting for
learning.

, Physically, students should be able to see and
hear instruction if they are to learn. The tem-
perature, humidity, and ventilation need to be
such that students are comfortable and can
concentrate on the job at hand. The sound level
in the laboratory should be low enough that it
does -not cause tension, depression, or short
attention spanconditions that interfere with
learning.

Learning is enhanced if students feel that they
are in an environment where success is pa-
sible. If the tools of learning are accessible and
attractive, students will tend to want to use
them. If the surroundings are attractive and or-
derly, students will be stimulated and more
productive. A laboratory that is a model of oc-
cupational manageriient, will. en&ourage stu-
dents to copy the model and develop good
work hitbits and attitudes of their own. The vo-
bational teacher who skillfully manages a voca-
tional education laboratory will be fostering
learning at the same time. :

ir

(

4

h the Model An-
licate the model
major points.

2. The ultimate goal of any vocational education
program is to prepare students to successfully
enter lfhe occupation for which.they are being
trained. Most-of the program's objectives lead'
to that goal, and' these objectives deal with
the Specific knowledge, skills, and attitudes
needed in the occupation! Every laboratory
management plan should be designed to help .

students reach the goal of entering the occupa-
tion:-

Ideally, all the management activities that affect
students should be planned to further one or
more of the objectives. Even an ordinary and
routine task like cleaning the equipment should
be related to a needed skill or attitude such as
the need to keeotools and equipment clean on
the job. Purchasing ,supplieS, for example,
should be done in such a way as to provide the
best material available for stpdenetaboratory
learning.activities.

It isnot always possible to draw a direct rela-
tionship between-program objectives and man-
agement procedures. Some things must be
done just to fulfill administrative or business
regulations and may actually tend to interfere
somewhat with program goals and objectivett

19

It is very important, however, for you to prevent
persbnal convenience, whims, or suppos.ed,
tradition from influenyng labOratory manage-
mentclesign. All plans, procedures, arid regula-
tions should be subjeto scrutiny to be sure

2;1
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that, as niucnas possible, each one promotes
the 'objectives of the program and assists stu-
dents in achieving their educational and per-
sonal goals. , t

3. The teacher's responsibility for providing prop-
er environmental conditions in the laboratory
will vary considerably from school to school. In
some buildings, heating,: lig hting, and ventila-
tion-are completely controlled by the custodial
staff, or by automatic devices that don't seem to
take orders frdm anyone. In that case, there is
not much the teachersan do except to be aware
that the system is working properly and to notify
the right person if the system malfunctions.

In other schools, the teacher has individual
control of heating, air conditioning, general
room ventilation, exhaust fans, lighting equip-
- .ment, windows, and shades. A good deal of
personal discretion is then possible in provid-
ing a good laboratory environment.

No matter what the school setting for condi-
tions, the vocational teacher has a real respon-
sibility to make every effort to provide the best
poisible environment in the laboratory. It is al-
ways possible to work for improved conditions,
to cooperate with .other teachers to minimize
noise interference, and to organize laboratory
activities to avoid environmental diTculties.
The health, safety, 'comfort, and leartling pro-
cesses ototudents (end teacher) depend on it4

4. The simplest way to keep tools and instruments
from setting lost, taken;or damaged is t64keep
them tightly locked in a storeroom and never let
studentA get 'their hands on them. The easiest
way to provide students with convenient access
to tools (at least for a while) is to scatter the!
tools on the vari6us work stations within easy
reach. Obviously, neither of these "solutions" is
desirable or feasible; some compromise or
Combination of methods is needed.

The basic principle of good tool control is to
provide a designated storage spot tor every tool

only one-place for each tool, and only
sufficient places for the tools available. When
the garticularlool or instrument is not in actual
use, it is to be in its storage holder. You should
make a quick and accurate inspection of the
tool panels at the beginning and end of every
laboratory period (and even during the Period)
to be sure all is in order,

If such a system is carefully worked out and
presented to students, they will cooperate in"
making it function because it is to their own
advantage. It is very important to achieve this.
wholesome and cooperative attitude about tool
care, and avoid a kind of "police state" atmo-

sphere in which these is mistrust. and an-.
tagonisn-i between teacher aid students.

11. Critique: - at
r

.

There is no doubt that both Ms. Thomas and Mr.
Fresco are sincerely concerned with helping stu-
dents learn through laboratory experience. Their
apprbaches to this goal are quite different, hoW-
ever.

Ms. Thomas seems to think that a beautiful. and
smoothly functioning laboratory is an end in itself.
She appears to get a great dial of personal satis-
faction from managing such a laboratory. Her stu-
dents, too, probably enjoythe fine setting in which
they work, though they must feel rather restricted
sometimes. They might learn even more if they
were allowed to use all the equipment that was
intended for them in the program.

While Fier concern for protecting the community's
investment is commendable*, if Ms. Thomas gives
adequate instruction, surely the chance that stir
dents will damage the equipment is minimal, and
worth taking, in view of the benefits involved. The
same is true of the reference library because it, too,
should be available to students, not just to the
teacher.

fro
. .

It is unfortunate that the'teacher's deterrnination
not to include an occupational process in the pro-

. .gramyvas made on the basis that it is "sb messy,"
The training value to students, not the effect on the
appearances po. the laboratory or the convenience-

vof the teachr, shoube the deciding faCtor. ---

In another way, also. Ms, Thomas seems not to
have thought through the needs of her students.
She is using two of them to straighten cabinets for
herthough this might be hard to justify in terms
of use of students' time or training for skilig needed
in the occupation. It is also &very poor "reward" for
sttfdents who are _conscientious and finish ,their
assignments'quickly. Surely some interesting ad-
ditional laboratoryectivity would have been better:

It is significant that Mr. Yancy, thedear of instruc-
tion, is impressed with Ms.-Thomas es a teacher..
The outward evidences lof success are very appar-
ent, but both Mr. YancY and Ms. Thomas shc\uld
looktmore deeply at the laboratory program and
assess its effectiveness in meetinethe objectives
o vocational instruction.'

r. Fresco's "laboratory", is a different situation
altogether. The faCility itself is poor, the general
conditions are disOrderly, and there doesn't seem
to be fiuch systeM to the whole operation. The
attitudes that M?! Fresco expresses are in some
ways disappointing, though perhaps somewh,t
justified. There is much that could be'done to im- I

prove the laboratory. '
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At the same time, students do appear to be learn-
ing and enjoying it. Mr Fresco keeps them busy
with productive work, keeps the equipment in
good operating order, and provides the tools they
need in order to do the job. From what he says,
they cooperatewith him and with each othercer-
tainly a good at' hosphere to have in any laboratory.

Mi. Fresco seems to have a good point when he
implies that the standards of orderliness in the
vocational laboratory must bt realistic in terms of
the occupation involved. He appears to be making
the best of a difficult situation.

With some additional work, the management of

1

the laboratory could be improved. Mr. fresco
could probably get the school to improve the facil-
ity if he had the support of Mr. Yancy. He could
build that enclosed tool panel to show his interest
and concern.

The students' energy and enthusiasm be
"used to-greater effect if their respontibilgies were

organized to include not only cleanup tasks, but
Ipb maintenance duties and some self-government
as well. Even fixiji.g.a faucet is within the scope of
student skills if a farm mechanics program. Mr.
Frascb seems*to have great potential as a teach-

emaybe all.he needs_is to complete a few well-
_ chosen teacher eilkatiOn modules.

r 4

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: For parts I and II, your completed Self-Check should have covered the
"same major points as the model responses If you missed some points or have questions about any
additional poihts you made, review the material in the information sheet, Managing the Vocational
Laboratory, pp. 6-14, Or check With yoUr resource Jerson if necessary.
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Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW

Afteriomplating_tarequiradreacilhgrplanAlliTYeM9,
a vocational actucatkiplabbretc otecimatiorlai .spe

, .

You will be'reacling theJnformati*Sheeti

You fnay wish tot:lad StOrmoblanagipg
83-99.

YOum ay wish to visitavooatiohallabdtato
to -examine-an inventory cotiterityetern rfu

You Will be defecting a 'Off nsa:cf,4*140bon:
specialty and..developingAcarnpleta-Plaq.19e-apftnVeRtorybontrOyeptent.,
for a vocationat laborato

Wog will hiisvaluating 0.4.-00tripeteri
system,_ using the inventory Cuhttbi

r.
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Activity Read the following information sheet for suggested practices in maintain-
ing an inventory system for a vocational laboratory. As you read, attempt to
relate lach of the main poing to laboratories in your own occupational
specialty. .

INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEMS
Mdst vocation3l laboratoriescontain a great va-

riety of supplies for student use and Many pieces
of expensive equipment. Adding together the
value of all these items results in an impressive

\ sum of money. You are responsible for all of this,
and must keep track of it. In order for the task of
controlling 'supplies and equipment.to be done
accurately, and with as little expenditure of your-
time and energy as possible, systematic inventory
procedures should be used.

It is important for you to know at all times what
supplies are in stock in theliaboratory, and what
tools and equipmetiii arelocated in the facility. It is
The purpose of ,a laboratory inventory system to
keep a rec-

d ord of these
items. The
type and
complexity
of the inven-
tory may be
somewhat
different:for
each pro-
gram, but all
vocational
programs
should have
an accurate
and current
record of
their supplieg- and equipment. The principles of
mai ntaiting an inyentbu are basically the same for
all vocational programs.

Inventory records are needed in order to prepare
budgets for the coming school year, to wisely pur-
chase replacement supplies, to plan for the pur-.
chasing of additional equipment, and to provide
for the orderly transfer Of responsibility from one
teacher to the next. Well-kept records allow you to
know where every item is located, thus 'helping to
control loss due to carelessness or theft. At the end
of the year, inventory records provide you with the
documentation needed to report a year of efficient
laboratory management.

Supply inventories help ybu plan ahead, sb
ratory supplies are available when students need'
them. Having adequate supplies available helps to

fs,

I

avoid the waste of the students' me or the neces,
sity of changing instructicoal ns. If the inven-
tory system includes mainten nce records for
equipment,- the maintenance, program is made

-easier and more efficient. .

Any inventory system to be adopted must fit the
needs of the vocational laboratory in whibh it is to
be implemented. You will probably wish to select a
basic system and-tailor it to your pqtictilar situa-
tion. Not only do vocational p(otIrns vary, but
individual school systems may, have their own re-
quirements and regulations, and local 'adminis-
trators may expect specific inforniation inven-
tory

---
tory reports. ;

A complicated inventor) system requiring The
use of data processing equipment is seldom
necessary for vocational laboratories, A simple
and flexible system requiring a minimum amount
of maintenance time is usually quite satisfactory.

iThere are laboratory supply inventories and
equipment inventories. Each will require its own
forms and procedures. It is not always easy to
differentiate between ''supplies" and "tools and
equipment,".however. In general, supplies are de-
finedings that are consumed or_destroyed in
the course of their use (e.g., typewriter ribbon,
flour, paint, cement, marking pen). Tools and

- equipment are not consumed, but last indefinitely
with proper use (e.g., scissors, calculator,
spray gun, microscope).

The dividing line is not so clear with items that
may,tast for years or may be used up or destroyed
veil 'quickly depending. on circumstances (e.g.,
drill bits, knife blades, metalworking files, grinding
wheels). Some school systems define supplies as
items expected to last three years or less. Others
define supplies as items that cost $10 or less per
piece. Before you set up an inventory system, you
will need to determine a definition for supplies and
for.ec'uipment.

When you arrive at a school to take charge of a
vocational program, one of the first things you
should do is to take a complete inventory of all-
tools, equipment,-and suppl ieg on hand. If these is
a9 inventory record left by a preceding. teacher,
every item (Wills record should be checked very
carefully. -

.
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Any dis-
crepancies
between the.
old inventory
and what is
4..ctuatly
found in the
laboratory
should be
noted'and
the informa-
tion fur-
nished to the
sthool ad-
minittration.

J

the year should be accounted for (e g , written
notes in your file as to how they were disposed of).
They may have- beer% sold or traded in, can-
nibalized for parts, transferred to another labora-
tory, discarded, destroyed, or lost. Items new to the
inventory should also be noted ias having been
,purchased, acquired as gifts, or received as trans;
fers from other school programs. A copy of the
equipment inventory report should be kept in your
files, and another copy furnished to the school
administrator.

By going-over the inventory conscientiously, you
Will (1) have an accurate record for the beginning
of the year, (2) know what needslo be done to get
an the equipment ready for use, and (3) avoid fu-
ture misunderstanding as to the-amount and kind
of equipment that Is in the %boratory.

At the end of every school, year, after _all student
activities in the laboratory are over a complete
invenfory should again be taken Every piece efr
equipment that was on hand at the beginning of
the school year must be accounted for in Orne
way Each item should be noted as having actually
been seen to exist dt is not enough to check in an
item on the inventory because you know it myst be
around someplaceor you think you remeTinber
seeing it a while back.

Itfms,no longer in the laboratory at the end of

ti-

J

An inventory of laboratory *supplies should also
be taken at the end of the school year. Thesupplies
on the shelf -or in storage should'be accurately
counted and entered on an )Priventory sheet.. The
quantity on hand of each item should bemultiplied

:by the unit cost for that item, and the total entered
on the sheet. Firtally, the valOe of all suppries
should be added together to determine the total
inventory value An example of an inventory sheet
is shown in Sample 2.

The actual task of taking the supply inventory
should be done at a time when there are np distrac-
tions or interruptions so the job canbe done accu-
rately. It often helps for two teachers to work to-
gether one counting the quantity of the item and
calling it out, the other entering the number-on the
inventory sheet and verifying it. Dependable stu-
dents can help take the inventory, it may be a very
useful occupational competence for them. The
final respohsibility for the inventory is, however,
the teacher's!

'2 0
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SAMPLE 2
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You and the school administrators will want to
have an idea of how the laboratory supply money
has been spent during the school year. It is impor-
tant to know that all school funds are accounted
for, and are represented either by cash on hand in

the school accounts, or by supplipalon hand in the
laboratory It is possible to get an overall picture of
the handling of supplies by calculating totals for
the items shown in Sample 3

.2
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SAMPLE 3

SUPPLY VALUE

*,4

flegilliiiiita;Of:Saiiool Year

'Total :Qui) of supplies on hand, beginning of school year

B.-pesti Ortband for, supplies.in school account, beginning of school year $

. C. 'Amotit*pfoyided by school for supplies during the school year

At,

.
D. Amount collected from students-for supplies during the school year . $

E. Value of supplicts received from other sources (gifts, transfers, etc.) $o

Total $

End of School Year

A. Total value (*supplies on hand, end of school year

B. Cash on hand for supplies in school account, end of school year $

C. Total value of supplies sold or provided students-during the school year $

D. Value of supplies used for various instructional purposes

Total $

The total of the second set should be compared A simple file card system is probably suitable for
to the total of the first set Generally, the two totals all vocational laboratory inventory needs Such a
should be equal Any difference between the two system is
should be accounted for If the end-of-year total is easy to use
rower, it may indicate that (1) laboratory supplies and has
have been used for teacher demonstrations, (2) great flexibil- fs,

/students have not been charged enough for ity File cards
supplies they purchased, (3) there has been unau- for each in-
thonzed use of supplies, or (4) there has been loss dividual
by theft With the figures in hand, you have some piece of
basis for determining how well supply stocks have equipment
been managed, and for developing future man- can be re- .__

agement procedures moved, re-
placed, orYou should develop or adopt a system that pro- changed asvi es a running Inventory of tools and equip.ment
neededere needs to be provision for adding new items Somewhatand deleting. obsolete or unusable tools and more work is

equipment at anti time It is also helpful if the inven- required to
tory form provides information about the source of set up a cardthe piece of equipment (e g , date and from whom \-purchased, gift and giver, transfer, etc ), and a rec

system than
-

ord of its maintenance or repair to simply
make a list of
items, but

)
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r.. .

the initial effort is easily justified because each
card may be usable for many years

To salap,the card system, you must develop or
select a card format to be used Each item of
equipment will be represented by a separate card
and the information on the card will usually in-
clude the following

item name
type or model
serial number
source, cost, and date acquired
condition of equipment
dates of scheduled maintenance
repair record
other pertinent data as needed

N.
The cards may be either 3 x 5 or 4 x 6 inches in

size, printed with the desired format Index cards
are available in several colors that may be useful
for color coding different categories of tools and
equipment A 4 , 6 equipment inventory card
format, showing the front and back, is shown in
Sample 4 A card format suitable for hand tools
and small instruments js shown in Sample 5

Once the card system is set up, the only time a
new card needs to be prepared is when a new item
of.equipment is added to the laboratory If an item
is removed from the laboratory inventory, a note is
made on the card about how the equipment was

A

.t#

disposed of, and the card is moved to the inactive
file It is necessary to keep such an inactive file so
that if at any time a question is raised as to what
happened to the equipment, the answer will be
available and documented The cards themselves
should be organized in a durable file box and kept
in a secure place

Some vocational laboratories may need to de-
velop very special inventory devices to control cer-
tain laboratory items. In health services programs,
for example, drugs subject to abuse will need to be
controlled with an inventory security system simi-
lar to that used in a hospital In such a system, the
materials are stored in a locked cabinet with only
the teacher having the key. The teacher dispenses
the material, and the student signs an inventory
sheet which records the type, exact quantity, date,
and time the material was received

Vocational programs using precious metals may
set up a running inventory card system in which
the teacher records the amount whenever any are
given out, so that at any given time the exact quan-
tity of the material remaining in stock is known
Valuable or delicate tools may need to be signed
out by the student whenever he she-requires their
use Some large school systems may have de-
veloped a computerized inventory system for labo-
ratory equipment In any case, you should plan and
construct an inventory system that will meet your
particular needs

2 :i
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SAMPLE 4

INVENTORY CARL'

.).

!
..,

, (Front) . - _
, , , 1 ,' A .

gOUIPMENT INVEkTORY,

Equipment Item

. Type

Mahufacturer

Manufacturer's Addre

'
Purchased From

Vendor's Address

pprchase Date)

Other Information

(Back) ,

REPAIR-AND MAINTENANCE RECORD

Date
,

Service Performed enticed' by Cost`

?

. .
.

. . <,
.

. ..

I

. .
i ri

'
.

_

;"4

. .
. ,
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( Optional
Activity

%NM

To get firsthand information about inventori control problems in your own
occupational specialty, you may wish to arrange through your resource
person to visit a laboratory in the area and examine the inventory control
system in use During your visit, you may wish to discuss with the teacher
responsible for the laboratory the special problems o$ inventory control,
and the solutions he/she. has found for them

For more information on organizing an inventory conftol system, you may
wish to read Storm, Managing the Occapational Education Laboratory, pp
83-99

Optional
Activity

%o,
From y r own occupational specialty, select a single instructional area
(e g , in a smetology program, manicuring, in auto mechanics, tune-ups,
in graphic arts, reproduction photography, in foods preparation, baking)
Develop a complete plan for an equipment inventory system for that one
area This ill include

listing all the tools and equipment for the area
selecting or developing a format for inventory' cards or sheets
developing a plan of procedures for the maintenance of the system

After you have developed your plan, use the 1nyentory Control Sytem
Checklist, pp 31-32, to evaluate your work

3
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INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM CHECKLIST

Dir ons: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL Pox to indicate that Name

each if the following performance components was not accomplished,
parti ly accomplished, or fully accomplifhed "If, because of special cir- Date

cums nces, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box Resource Person

t LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

The equipment inventory control system:
1. includes all the tools and equipment needed by the student work

in that area of instruction 1-1 1-1 ,
2. utilizes inventory sheets m cards that include all information neces-

sary and helpful for inventory control in the specific occupational
specialty . . 1-1 p

3. provides a relatively easy way to add or delete items on the inventory
as necessary .. . El
includes triformation as to where all items are located

5. defines and maintains a clear distinction between, "tools and nequipment" and "supplies" .

6. is organized simply and logically in some form of file box or
notebook . , .. n

7 includes, as appropriate, special procedures for controlling expen-
sive, delicate, or hazardous items by
a. providing security for the items

b. providing information on student use of the items .

8. is clearly organized, and easy for others to understand

1-1

0 [Dap
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9 is relatively easy for the teacher to keen current, in that .

a during the school year it requires little or no attention except
when there is a change in equipment

b if a change is necessary, only the card or sheet for that item is
affected

c it requires only a simple check during beginning-of-term and
end-of-term inventory procedures

....,

10 includes a plan of procedures that provides for
a at leasfone full inventory per school year

b an inventory check at the beginning of the school year

c. some form of inventory report for the school administration

0
[-i

0
a
ID

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N A responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, inventory Control Systems, pp 24-30,
revise your plan accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary

3
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Activity

1

Read the following information sheet for recommended procedures for
setting up and maintaining an equipment maintenance system, and
suggested forms to use ..

LABORATORY EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SYSTEMS

If students are to learn the skills of their chosen
occupation at maximum efficiency, the tools and
equipment in the laboratory should be in their best
possible condition. Students cannot do good work
with poor equipment Neither will they develop
positive attitudes toward the care and use of the
tools of their trade if the tools in the laboratory are
badl?maintained Student safety in the laboratory
may well be jeopardized if electrical wiring is old
and frayed, machine parts are broken or missing,
or cutting tools are not sharp There is a great deal
of truth in the old saw, "A dull tool is a dangerous
tool

You havehave
maintenance
study can't
be planned
and pre-
sented
properly if
the needed
equipment is
out of order
A skills dem-
onstration
lesson must
be supported
by well-
functioning k

tools and Iv1 4/,
equipment if
it is to proceed smoothly and effectively You also
have ultimate responsibility to the school to see
that laboratory equipment is properly cared for,
controlled to prevent loss, and repaired when
necessary. The way this responsibility is delegated
among staff is not th_e_same in all schools, but the
obligation remains'nonetheless

a stake in
that cannot

laboratory equipment
be ignored A unit of

The Teacher's Responsibilities
There are a number of duties involved in main-

taining laboratory tools and equipment You may
be expected to do some of the work yourself or
may work cooperatively with others to take care of
some of the equipment Or, you may simply have
the task of seeing to it`that a major maintenance
jqb is completed by a service specialist You may
choose to accomplish these tasks on a "piece-
meal" basis e , taking care of each situation or

maintenance task as it arises) However, it will be
done moth better, and involve much less of your
time and effort, if the whole procedure is planned
and carried out systematically

One of your tasks is to make an inspection of all
the equipment in the laboratory regularly and fre-
quently. For some delicate or hazardous equip-
ment this may have to be done daily, while for other
equipment a monthly check is all thal is required. It
may be sufficient to give a quick and expert inspec-
tion of the critical areas of the equipment (such as
the gas regulators and hoses of an oxyacetylene
welding outfit) to be sure all is well Complex and
delicate electronic equipment may require a more
thorough inspection and routine tryout of the con-
trols

if everything appears to be in order, no special
care is indicated until the next scheduled mainte-
nance service, but if the inspector detects possible
trouble, it should be dealt with immediately. You
will have to draw on your expertise to dptermine
how often routine inspections should be done,
how thorough they must be, and what parts should
be inspected

A second aspect of your maintenance responsi-
bility is to provide routine care for laboratory
equipment The purpose of routine maintenance is
to prolong equipment life, prevent breakdowns,
and Keep things in top working condition This is
often called "preventive maintenance" because its
purpose is to prevent wear and breakdowns rathet
than just repair out-of-order equipment This may
include such operations as regular lubrication,
general cleaning, minor adjustment, replacement
of disposable parts (such as air filters), or sharpen-
ing of cutting edges

Usually, the manufacturer of each pielce of
equipment will have worked out a maintenance
schedule for it, and will have provided detailed
instructions in the operations manual These
manuals become important parts of your mainte-
nance files. Sonle equipment has very strict re-
quirements for maintenance, even to the point of
being subject to state or local law. For example,
X-ray machines must be tested for radiation leak-
age and dosage at set intervals, and fire extin-
guishers must be recharged regularly Air com-
pressor pressure tanks should-be drained of water

'on a scheduled basis.
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Even with good maintenance service, some
pieces of equipment have been known to break
down. Minor repairs are frequently needed to keep

the laboratory functioning Belts will break,
switches will become defective, and lamps will
burn out When this happens,`it is important to,get
the equipment working again as soon as possible
There are few things more discour-aging to stu-
dents than to have their laboratory work frustrated
by out-of-order equipmento

u may make minor repairs if you have the
nec sary time and skill or they may be done by
setvicepersonnel In either case you must take
steps to get the equipment back in operation
quickly It is Often possible to make rapid repairs if
a stock of cOmmon spare parts is maintained in the
laboratory The stock may include parts known to
require occasional replacement, such as electric
fuses, lamps, switches, drive belts, and hoies

Major repair to equipment is another one of your
responsibilities, though the actual work is almost
always done by outside service personnel You
must recognize the need for the service, then take
steps to see that it is done This may involve writing
a repair requisition, calling in the repair service,
and checking the finished job to be sure it has
been properly done It is up to you to make sure
that the job gets done, even if there are difficulties
and delays due to required school procedures or
busy repair services

There is no universal pattern for designating
who is to do the actual work of maintaining and
servicing the equipment in vocational labora-
tories. The task is given to various persons or
agencies, depending on the nature of the voca-
tional program and the policies of the institution
Usually, teachers in every area are expected at
least to do day-to-day inspection, general clean-
ing, and minor ad1b4tmerls. If it is part of their
occupAtional learnmb experience, students are
often involved ,

If the laboratory is highly specialized, there may
-be no one available to service it except a teacher
who has the required knowledge and experience
Sometimes the teacher takes on such noninstruc-
tional service and repair work for additional com-
pensation

In larger institutions and school systems, the
maintenance of common equipment is handled by
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the school staff it may be done by the custodial
staff, school maintenance staff, or the school sys-
tem maintenance department The work may be
done whenever necessary without charge to the
vocational program, or it,may be charged against a
budgeted amount An internal request or school
-work order must usually be prepared and sent to
the appropriate department to get the work done'

The competence of the maintenance personnel,
and the consequent quality of the service work,
can be expected to vary widely

Maintenane of the building and the laboratory
facility itself IS always the responsibility of the in-
stitution's or school system's staff Such things as
lighting fixtures, water coolers, ventilating fans,
gas supply lines, and plumbing fixtures belong in
this category You are not usually expected to pro-
vide service for these items, nor do repair costs
come out of the vocational program budget Other
items of equipment, such as electric conductors to
machines (bus bars) or dust collectors, are not so
clearly categorized and may be considered as
building equipment or vocational laboratory
equipment

Commercial repair services are usually called in
for major equipment repair jobs or for work on
specialized equipment Often this requires cost
estimates and a special purchase order before the
work is begun Some vocational service areas,
notably home economics and business and office,
commonly utilize maintenance service contracts
for their equipment The school enters into a yearly
contract with a commercial firm which undertakes
regular specified routine maintenance, adjust-
ment, and repair Your responsibility in *this ar-
rangement is to make sure that the commercial
service lives up to the terms of the agreement-and
that the service is performed satisfactorily

Student Participation
Vocational teachers do not fully agree as to

whether, or how much, students%should be in-

3 3



volved in maintaining laboratory equipment Some
teachers view such aotivity as exploiting students,
or as possibly hazardous to the equipment be-
cause they feel students are not capable of per-
forming such tasks Other teachers incorporate
equipment maintenance assignments into the cur-
riculum, making it of equal importance with the
other.laboratory learning activities

The types of maintenance responsibilities you
assign students, and the complexity of their tasks,
will depend on the nature of your occupational
specialty and the organization of the program. If
workers in the occupation are expected to main-
tain their equipment on the job, opportunity to
learn this competency should be'given in the voca-
tional education program If caring for tools and
equipment in the laboratory viii1,1 encourage the
development of desirable wor habits' and at-

% titildes, then the experience is -6 worthy one

Students in mechanical and machine repair
training programs (such as office machine repair,
small engine repair, refrigeration, machine shop.
and automotive mechanics) clearly should benefit
from helping to maintain laboratory equipment
Students in the field of electronics will probably
find it essential that they know how to adjust, align,
and repair electronic test equipment when they get
out on the job On the other hand, a data process-
ing program should probably not involve students
in maintaining the keypunch, sorting, or other
machines used in the program because these
duties are not expected of them on the job.

. In all programs, students should be involved at
least to the extent of checking the equipment for
malfunction, wear, or breakdown. They should be
taught to note possible hazardous conditions and
reportthem to the instructor They should certainly

learn to recognize the differences between a
properly functioning piece of equipment and one
that is out of adjustment, overstressed, or dam-
aged

If students are to participate in laboratory
maintenance, the effort must be planned and or-

ganized Group a9,91 individual lessons on mainte-
nance procedures may need to be given Pfactice
should be provided1along with careful supervision
by the teacher This may be done as the opportun-
ity arises during the school term, or'it may be part
of a formal unit of instruction Student responsibil-
ity for maintenance may also need to be included
in the laboratoricleanup schedule, with a rotating
assignment of individuals or a small crew toihe
duty of daily equipment maintenance

The Maintenance Plan
Maintaining the laboratory equipment will take

less of your time and energy and will be more
efficiently done if a maintenance plan for the labo-
ratory is developed Some extra effort will need to
be expended to develop the plan and materials,
but this will be repaid many times over the years
The maintenance plan will differ in content and
complexity in each particular occupational spe-
cialty, but generally the development processes
will be the same for all programs

The first step is to prepare a list of all the pieces
of equipment in the laboratory that require regular
maintenance of any kind. This includes large
machines and small equipment or test gear. For
each piece of equipment on the list, prepare a
listing of the maintenance services required and

--the service interval (e.g maintenance required
once a week, at the end of each sent-ester. after 100
hours of use, or when a specified condition is
reached) 1

The information for determining service opera-
tions and intervals can be found in equipment
manuals, by asking other teachers who have simi-
lar equipment, or from your own background of
experience

Maintenance requirements of school laboratory
equipment is not always the same as that of
equipment used in an industrial or commercial
settirc School equipment may be somewhat
lighter in construction, and school use may place
different demands on the equipment than use in
industrial production You will want to follow the
manufacturer's recommendations carefully, mod-
ifying only as experience shows is necessary

It is very helpful to construct a maintenance file
or maintenance handbook for the specific labora-
tory This consists of a card or sheet for each piece
of equipment with the necessary service opera-
tions and intervals listed. There should be spaces
on the sheet for entering the dates that mainte-
nance service was done, the initials of the person
who did the work, and any remarks that will help
you keep track of the condition of the equipment
(e g , "check oil level in gearbox next time or
"batteries replaced 9/14/76")
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Other information on the sheet may include the
name and address of the vendor or parts supply
house, the name of the service person to call, ad-
justment specifications, or other pertinent data An
example of such a sheet is provided in Sample 6

N

The maintenance sheets may be kept in a three-
ring binder or the cards in a file box The notebook
format is particularly handy because it can be car-
ried to the equipment and the operations can be
checked off as completed Once the handbook is
made up, it will serve a long time, arid anNeces-
sary changes can easily be made by adding or
replacing individual sheets

After the handbook has been produced, the next
step in developing a maintenance plan is to deter-
mine who 14 responsible for each duty area 'r ou
will probably reserve some - specific tasks for your-
self, certain of the tasks may be delegated to stu-
dents, other responsibilities can be covered by
school maintenance personnel, and still others to
outside commercial or industrial firms.

A list of the persons or agencies concerned with
the equipment maintenance should be drawn up,
and the responsibilities for each one assigned
Obviously, the assignments should be made in ac-
cordance with school policy and practice, and with
the knowledge and agreement of the individuals
involved A calendar or schedule of equipment
maintenance activities can be worked up. showing
the dates on which the Jobs are to be done and the
persons or agency who are to do them

In someschaol systems or institutions, it may be

I.

t

.,

4
C

necessary to prepare a budget as part of the
maintenance
pan If ser-
vice and re-
pairs are to
come out of
program
funds then
adequate
funds need
to be set
aside for this
purpose The
budget
should
categorize
the expenses
(e g , service by outside firms,.service by school
maintenance department, repair parts, replace-
ment fluids, etc ) anal estimate the amount to be
needed for each category for the following school
year

The estimates can be drawn from your own ex-
perience, the experience of other teachers, and or
the equipment suppliers If there is a maintenance
contract for service, that cost will be known and
can be included in the budget If possible, a con-
tingency fund, calculated as a small percentage of
the budget, should be included to take care of
unforeseen circumstances Each year, as the labo-
ratory equipment increases in age, the mainte-
nance budget should be increased to cover the
cost of service and repair

3 ...)
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SAMPLE 6
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( Optional
Activity

.1

v$,

IOptional
Activity

-

of.

For more information on organizing a laboratory maintenrce system, you
may wish to read Storm, A4anaging the Occupational Laboratory, pp
101-140

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a laboratory
in your own occupational specialty to seb an equipment, maintenance
system in operation During your visit, you may wish to discuss with the
teacher responsible for the laboratory the special needs and problems of
maintaining equipment in your vocational area, and the maintenance pro-
cedures he,she Inas found helpful

From your own' occupational specialty, select a single instructional area
(e g , in a cabinetmaking program, wood finishing, in office machines,
duplicating) Develop a complete plan for an equipment maintenance
system for that one area Include in your plan

a listing of all the equipment for the area
the maintenance procedures for the equipment
a record-keeping system
an outline of procedures to maintain the system

After you. have developed your plan, use the Maintenance System
Checklist. pi 41, to evaluate your work

"IP
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MA1NTENANCE.SYSTEM CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Date

Resource Person

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

et:

424 get' 44

The equipment maintenance plan:
1. includes all the equipment needed by students to work in the area El El CI
2. includes all equipment maintenance procedures as recommended

by the equipment manufacturers El El El
3. utilizes an equipment maintenance sheet or card that

a. includes all the information needed for the maintenance proce--
dures El El

b. has provision for a record of completed maintenance proce-
dures _

c. is simple and easy to use

4. includes some form of overall schedule for all maintenance func-
tions

5. identifies which maintenance operations are to be done by the
teacher, students, maintenance staff, or outside firms CI El El

6. assigns maintenance operations:
a. on the basis of the person's appropriate functions or expertise El El
b. using accepted school policies . El

7. provides for appropriate instruction in maintenance operations for
students El' El

tions
8. is in accord with local, state, and national health and safety regula- 6.\rj
9. includes policies for emergency repairs TT CI]

10. is organized in some logical file or notebook form . .

11. is easy for others to 'understand and to work from .. 111 111;

12. is neat and legible .

......

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or N,'A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, review the material in the information sheet, Laboratory Equipment Maintenance
Systems, pp 34-38, revise your plan accordingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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Activity For a discussion of the role of students in the management and mainte-
nance of the vocational education labbratory,'and recommendations on
setting up student personnel systems, read the following information
sheet:

STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN LABORATORY
MANAGEMENT
`I Students should be integrally involved in the
ongoing management of the vocational labora-
tory. Their participation can be a source of per-
sonal development ro them. They can learn some
of the general responsibilities of their occupation,
and they can assume someof the load that other-
wise you would have to attempt to carry alone. If
everyone in the class shares in the management of
the vocational laboratory, the duties of any one
student will not be burdensome, but will be a
source of positive satisfaction By mutual coopera-

tion, the class may well develop a feeling of group
responsibility and group solidarity

Students can participate in laboratory manage-
ment in two basic ways. They can take major re-
sponsibility for routine cleanup of the laboratory
at the end of the class period, and they can partici-
pate in a great variety of ways in the day-to-day
running of the vocation& facility. The extent and
the degree of their participation will, however, vary
greatly with the type of vocational program, the
maturity of the students, and the general expecta-
tions of the school community.

You must gauge these factors fairly accurately
so as to give students a valuable experience with-
out causing resentment or frustration, or endan-
gering the efficient running of the program Under'
no circumstances should students be exploited
by being required to do things that are the respon-
sibilities of others, or that are not a legitimate part
of the instructional program.

Beyond the class and laboratory assignments,
there are a number of tasks that can be used to
helpigdents learn something of Weir varied roles

and responsibilities in their chosen occupation
Workers need to know how to care for the tools of
their trade, how to keep their work stations or-
derly, how to work cooperatively with others, how
to prevent waste of supplies In manytoccupa-
bons, they need to know how to do 'routine
maintenance and adjustment of equipment. A
laboratory management system that provides stu-
dents with opporhinities to learn and practice
these skills will be otgreat benefit to them

There are few teachers who would disagree with
the idea that vocational laboratories should be
kept as clean and orderly as the work situation
allows Cleanliness usually makes the task easier
and more efficient, is a factor in laboratory safety,
fosters careful and accurate work habits, and pro-
vides a pleasant environment in which to work. On
the other hand, dirt and disorder can make good
workmanship difficult or impossible, create haz-
ardous conditions, and lead to student frustration
and apathy. t

The degree to which cleanliness is desirable (or
even poSsible) depends very much on the-occupa-
tional program, of course. It is quite obvious that
laboratories for occupations like food preparation,
dental hygiene, anchnurses' aide require not just
cleanliness but a high level of sanitation

Other programs such as architectural drawing
or automobile painting must have clean surround-
ings if the job is to be done to occupational stan-
dards of excellence. In metal foundry, mine safety,'
or horticulture it may not be appropriate to strive

4 for a very high level of dean laboratory conditions.
By working fn a well-managed laboratory, students
can learn the kinds of cleanliness and order that
are the accepted standards in the occupation

Vocational teachers are not in complete agree-
ment as to the extent that studecitS. should be in-
volved in daily cleanup and marntisiance of the
laboratory Many teachers takeAthe position that
maintaining a clean and or .1.$ work station is
part of the job that the stude (0111 perform once
he/she is employed. TheYlt rifikd that students
should learn the necessary work habits whilein the
vocational education program They feel that stu-
dents should have some daily responsibility for
cleanup and maihtenance of the entire vocational

, --,
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laboratory to help them develop the desirable traits
of dependability and responsibility

Other.vociptional teachgrs feel that students are
being exploited if they are required to clean and
maintain the labo'ratory beyond putting away tools
and materials they have used attheir work stations.

,TheSe teachers assert that the routine cleaning of
the laboratory is the job of the custodial staff, and
that equipment maintenance is the responsibility
of the teacher or the physical plant staff

Perhaps each of these positions can be justified,
depending on the s'pecit\c vocation for which,train-
ing is being done, and the situation in the school
Most certainly, periodic major cleaning such as
washing walls, cleaning carpets, duSting light
fixtures, or emptying dust collectors should not be
done by students In most instances, if students .do
clean equipment, work benches, and tables/their\
responsibility Should end at the floor level.

An exception to this may be where two or more
classes work in the laboratory during the dp, with
no custodial services available between The two In
laboratories where the normal activities produce a
great deal of scrap (such as metal chips or wood
shavings) it is unfair, and perhaps unsafe, for the
second group to have to work in an unswept labo-
ratory while the first class gets a clean one In such
situations, it may be necessary for students fo
clean the floors as well as the worasratsa4s before
leaving the laboratory

For some students, learning how tb keep things
clean and organized-rfiay be an important personal
learning experience. Students may come from
homes where disorder is the normal State, or they
may have been indulged to the extent of never
having had to assume any responsibility for the
cleanliness of their surroundings In both cases,
you may need to actually teach the basic skills of
laboratory cleaning that may seem obvious or sec-
ond nature to most people

Regardless of the extent to_which students are
involved in cleanup and maintenance procedures,
you must plan and organize carefully to get the job
done efficiently and effectively The plan must also
be presented to the student group in a way that
will enlist their cooperation Following are some
guidelines that will help you to plan and implement
a system of cleaning and maintaining the voca-
tional laboratory.

Identify all the cleaning and maintenance ac-
tivities necessary to maintain a desirable learn-
ing environment.Develop a list of work areas,
equipment, materials, or inspections that must be
regularly and routinely covered Such a list will
vary greatly with the vocational training program
'A list of some typical cleanup and maintenance

duties, as shown in Sample 7, may stimulate your
thinking about your own vocational program

Beginning students will be able to do only basic
and routine tasks, but as they advance in their
training they should be able to sharpen tools, ad-
just or recalibrate instruments, provide preventive
maintenance service to heavy equipment, and
keep accurate records. Finally, under the teacher s
supervision, they may take over much of the seri-
ous responsibility of managing the laboratory

Consult with the custodial staff for assista ce
in determining which cleaning responsibiliti s
can best be assumed by students and which b
custodial staff.You will probably want to make
some preliminary slecisions yourself before you
attempt to get agreement from the custodians
There may be some tasks you will definitely want to
reserve for yourself, and some for your students
Some vocational teachers want tomake sure, for
example, that custodians do not have access to
certain tools or pieces of equipment that they are
not trained to handle properly If at all possible,
secure agreement with the custodial staff through
negotiation, without calling in the scfsol adminis-
trator to settle differences

Develop a class schedule for student respon-
sibilities for cleanup.The cleanup system
adopted should be based on the laboratory in-
structional activities, number of students in the
class, level of maturity, and t*Ilme available De-
pending on needs, the systerrte be a very simple
one, or very elaborate and worked out in detail If
every student works at a specifically assigned and
limited area (as, for example, in drafting) it may be
enough to havethe student clean his/her own desk
or work station

In programs where a variety of activities are
(e.g , food

car-
ried on throughout the laboratory
preparation), it will pr bably be necessary to spe-
cially devise a system' that distributes the cleanup
tasks fairly The assignments should be regularly
rotated, so each student goes through all the tasks
during a semester

Vocational teachers have devised many ingeni-
ous systems for maintaining the cleanup schedule
These include assignment wheels that are moved
ahead at regular intervals (usually each week),
student name tags that are aligned with cleanup
assignments, personnel charts, and other devices
One of these devices is illustrated' in Figure 1

In adult classes, it may be necessary only to
explain to the group what needs to be done to keep
theJaboratory clean and then ask everyone to
"pitch in to help get the job done This"does not
always work well, however, so you should not hesi-
tate to set up a planned system Adult groups, like
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most people, like to know what is expected of
them, and they respond favorably to systematically
managed laboratories.

, Orient students to the system for cleaning and
maintaining the laboratory.--:It is very important

' to the success of any cleanup system that the stu-
dents understand it and agree to i t,p*You should

SAMPLE 7
..,

i
l

expect that studenM may have questions and con-
cerns. Therefore, the presentation of the system
should be planned in advance and carefully pre-
sented2.'Students need to understand how their
participation will benefit themselves and others. In

addition, they need to be 'able to see that the work
is fairly and equitably distributed.

Implement the system with the help of the stu-
dents.The cleanup and maintenance system
should begin functioning on a fixed day. You
should check tosee that each person knows his or
her particular duty. Many students will need. to be
shoirn how to clean a particular machine, where a

tool is to be stored, how to arrange the materials,
storage rack, or even how to use the cleaning
utensils.

There should be relatively few snags With a
well-designed system, but if difficulties do come to
light, don't hesitate to modify the assignments.
The most common problem is that of distributing
the tasks so. that they all take about the same
length of time, thus permitting the group to finish
together. Students often have very good (and
pointed).suggestions to make as to how the system
can be improved:

*

Provide for continuous ev luation of student
performance in the cleanup a d-maintenance of
the laboratory. If cleanup an intenance ac-
tivities are part of the program's learning experi-
ences (as they should be), then student perfor-
mance should be regularly evaluated. In most

.,_

cases, a simple "satisfactory," "unsatisfactory" rat-
ing is all that is required, with daily or weekly
teacKer evaluations.

In addition to cleanup and maintenance, there
are often a number of other ways in which students
can profitably participate in the ongoing function-
ing of the vocational laboratory. Individual stu-
dents can keep class attendance records, distri-
bute laboratory supplies, inspect for safe working
conditions, greet and escort visitors around the
laboratory, and take over responsibility for the
class if you are away from the laboratory.
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In some programs, it may bedesirable to set up a
formal class organization with officers such as
foreman, assistant foreman, secretary, and safety
inspector. For these jobs, you can choose students
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who are the most able memberg of the class, or
students who mospeed the experience Perhaps
an even better way is to ask the class to nominate
and elect class members to fill the positions It is

IOptional
Activity

wise to change class officers at least every semes-
ter so that many students have an opportunity to
get involved

Students can, and usually should, participate in
many aspects of laboratory management, but you
are ultimately responsible for the total operation of
the program You are responsible for laboratory
instruction, handling of supplies, maintenance of
tools an equipment, and the safety of students
Therefore, as students work in management ac-
tivities, it is estential for you to oversee the ac-
tivities and supervise the students

For example, you can,use students to assist in
keeping attendance books and posting grades
However, it is important that you verify the accu-
racy of these records. In some areas, the class
record book is a legal document that can be used
in court to determine the whereabouts or activities
of a student at a particular time In time-based
programs, the attendance record is often the basis
for issuing a certificate showing that the student
has completed the training program

You may wish to arrange through your resource person to visit a vocational
education laboratory in your occupational specialty to observe a student
personnel system in operation. During your visit, you may wish to,interview
students, as well as the teacher, to obtain their views on the characteristics
of a good personnel system I,

For a vocational laboratory in yourOccupational specialty develop a com-
plete plan for a laboratory cleanup system to be operated by students
Confine you riplan to a cleanup system rather than a student personnel
sydtem which includes other managerial functions. If you are a preservice
teacher, yOu may use one of your college laboratory classes, or a secon-
dary class with which you are working, as the basis for your plan If you are
an inservice teacher, you may use'your own laboratory class as a basis for
your plan.

After you have developed your, plan, use the Student Personnel System
Checklist, p. 49, to evaluate your work.
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STUDENT PERSONNEL SYSTEM CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, 9r FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box. ,

Name

Date

Resource Person

The laboratory cleanup plan:
1. correctly identifies all the cleanup activities necessary to maintain

the laboratory environment .

2. assigns cleanup tasks for students consistent with occupational
expectations

3. divides the tasks equitably so all students ire involved ...

4. inc.tudeS_a-Ntation system so all students have a variety of expen-
eff ceS

5.3includes a student performance evaluation system that is fair and
/ -easy to maintain

.. ' .
'.-...

6. iryclutes procedures for orientin students to the cleanup plan .

";'d am7. p .., 'cue for teachina individual students necessary cleanup skills
IF tvuls-

,.-

8. assigns leadership positions to students who can most benefit from
the extvience , f,... ......... .... : .. .......

9. sets standards of laboratory orderliness aQd clegbliness consistent
with the needs of the occupation ., , ti

10. provides for change and improve ent in the plan on the basis of
input by students

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE:All items m
PARTIAL response, review the material
Management, pp. 44-48, revise your plan

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

(

st re FUG or N/A responses. If any item receives a NO, or
tht information sheet, Student Pailicipation in Laboratory
c(Irdingly, or cheek with your resource person if necessary.

J ;1
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Learning Experience V
I

OVERVIEW



I

s.

if

Arrange through your resource person to visit a vocational education
laborltory in your occupational specialty and to observe the laboratory in
opergtion.

)
Obtain the approval of the teacher to collect information about the opera-
tion of the laboratory, and permission to talk to students about laboratory
procedures. Observe the laboratory in operation for at-least one full class
session, from beginning to end

If there ismo laboratory available to you that is directly concerned with your
vocational inte'rests, visit a laboratory that is as closely related as possible.

After you have left the laboratory, evaluate thp effectiveness of the system
used for laboratory management using tfie Laboratory Observation
Checklist, pp. 53-54, as a guide. Unless the teacher invites yxou to do
otherwise, do not make checks or write notes 'until you have ft
laboratory.

Prepare a brief summary report of the strengths in the way the laboratory
was managed, and any deficiencies you identified. Confine your observa-
tions to the management of the laboratory, rather than to the physical
facility or its arrangement

Prepare a series of recommendations for improving the laboratory man-
agement systein ) _

,
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LABORATORY OBSERVATION CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or. FULL box to indicate that
each of the following components was not accomplished, partially ac"--
complished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir6umstances, a
component was not applicable to the particular laboratory you are visiting,
place an X in the N/A box

Name

Date

Resource Persoh
fi

General Management\
1 Management proce8iires are in apparent agteementswith the goals

and objectives of the program

2 Tools are stored so as to be accessible and convenient to students

3 Students have all necessary supplies for laboratory activities

4 Distribution of supplies is effective in avoiding waste and loss

5. Work in the laboratory is organized to make maximum use of avail-
able work stations . . , . . . .

6. A-chart i5 maintained to rd student progress in the laboratory

Environmental Control
7 Ventilation and temperature in the laboratory is at the appropriate

level . .......
8. Lighting is at the proper level for the activities taking place .

9. Noise in the laboratory is at a minimum level

LEVEL OF PEAFORMANCE.

\(.1. e l<

[11

Er

Ell

10. The laboratory is clean and orderly as appropnate for the activities

11. The laboratory is appropriately attractive for the activities taking
place

Maintenance of Equipment
12. Equipment is maintained in good operating corn:Wien .....
13. Students are involved in laboratory maintenance as appropriate for

the occupation

14. An equipment maintenance record-keeping system is maintained

1i Routine maintenance for equipment is provided on a regular basis

Equipment Inventory _v.
16. A complete inventory control system for tools and equipment is

maintained

54.
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17. The system provides for adding new equipment and deleting items
no longer in the laboratory . . .. CI

18. A special inventory system controls items that are especially expen-
sive, delicate, or hazardous EJ EJ

Student Participation
19. StudentS have cleaning and maintenance responsibilities appropri-

ate to ciccupational expectations Li
20. An equitable rotation system is maintained for assigning student

cleanup duties El
21: Students have been given instruction in their maintenance respon-

sibilities 111

22. Student performance in cleaning and maintaining the laboratory is
111individually evaluated

Use of Laboratory by Others
23. A schedule indicates the time and extent of use of the laboratory

facility by others ..... . . EJ.

24. Separate storage is provid d for projects and ma/pnals of each
student group using the la oratory

After you h ve evaluated the vocational laboratory managerTent system
and have eveloped recommendations for its improvement, arrange to
have yo resource person review and evaluate your work Give him/her
the La ratory Management Planning Checklist, pp. 55-56, to use in
evalua trig your work.

50
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LABORATORY MANAGEMENT PLANNING CHECKLIST

Directions: Place an X in the NO, PARTIAL, or FULL box to indicate that
each of the following performance components was not accomplished,
partially accomplished, or fully accomplished. If, because of special cir-
cumstances, a performance component was not applicable, or impossible
to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

"t-

Name

Date

Resource Person

%

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE

.2

_6....

t"1. .144

43 ,,Q7 4

In evaluating the laboratory management, the teacher:
1. made an evaluation of all the appropriate activities in the laboratory El El CI,
2. applied general principles of laboratory management and mainte-

nance to the specific situation CEI[1,
3. accurately identified the important characteristicS and major

deficiencies of the management of the laboratory ..... , .. . 111 El El
4. dealt only with laboratory management and maintenance, rather

than with the physical facility El El CI
The teacher recommendations' and plans for improvement of the
laboratory management system:

5. cofrected all the major deficiencies identified

6. were feasible and practical in application ... . .... .....
A A

7. were realistic in terms of actual school situafions

8. were in keeping with the goals and objectives of the vocational
education program

9. applied accepted principles of vocational laboratory management

10. were presented in a well-organized, clear, and readable form

0

55
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11. made adequate provision for:
a. maintaihing a clean, orderly, and attractive laboratory .. . ..

v
b. maintaining comfortable and healthful environmental condi-

tions

c. providing and distributing supplies efficiently

d. maintaining the equipment in good operating condition ... .

e. maintaining an effective inventory control system . . .

f. involving students appropriately in maintaining the laboratory

g. scheduling the use of the laboatory to utilize it to the maximum
extent ,

4:'
AP t.

le

il

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive FULL, or NIA responses If any item receives a NO, or
PARTIAL response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine what additional activities
the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak area(s).

1,
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TEACHER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM
Manage the Vocational Laboratory (E-9)

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE heading.
If, because of special circumstances, a performance component was not
applicable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

Name

Dale

Resource Person

I
In the general management of the laboratory, the teacher:
1. utilized Management procedures consistent with the

goals and objectives of the program .. ... . ..

2. organized tool storage so tools are' accessible and con- rivenient to students . . . ... .

3 provided all appropriate supplies necessary for labora-
. tory activities... .. ....... .. ... . . .. ... ..

4. controlled the distribtion of supplies to students to
, avoid waste and loss .... . ..... '

ik
'5. organized the use of available work stations so all stu-

dents were productive .

6. rotated students among work stations so all could obtain
necessary laboratory experiences ... ... . ..

7. maintained a student progress chart to recorcila0oratory
activities and achievement

8. provided "open lab" time for students in addition to
scheduled l'aboratory instruction .... . ... ......

In controlling the laboratory environthent, the teacher:
9. maintained the ventilation and temperature of the air at

the appropriate level for the activities taking place ....

10. Adjusted the natural and artificial lighting in the room to
maintain the proper level for the activities taking place

11. controlled noise produced within the laboratory to keep ri
it at a suitable minimum L_I

12. worked with the custodial staff to provide for any special
environmentalconditions required by the laboratory ..

>
In maintaining the laboratory equipment, the 'teacher:
1-3. inspected all laboratory tools and equipment on a regular

basis DOD
.6,,i

. 59

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE
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14. provided proper routine preyentive maintenance on a
regular basis

\I

0

2
V\ C 00 0.Z. 4er

E
1

15. involved students in laboratory equipment maintenance
as appropriate to their occupational responsibilities ..

16. acted to return out-of-order equipment to service quickly

17. obtained major service and repairs when required C:1 D'

18. maintained an accurate and current equipment mainte-
nance record-keeping system El El El El

In maintaining a laboratory inventory control system, the
teacher: .

19 utilized an inventory plan appropriate to the specific
laboratory and school situation , El DI

20. maintained an accurate and current inventory record E [11 [1]
[1121. took a complete inventory of tools and equipment ,

22. maintained special inventory control systems to handle
delicate, expensive, or hazardous items El El 0 El

)I

In or anizing nd managing the student personnel system,
th teacher;/
23. e students caning and maintenance responsibilities

consistent with occupational expectations El . 111 CI El

24. worked out an equitable rotation system for assigning
student cleanup duties . .

25. oriented students to the system of cleaning and maintain-
. ing the laboratory

26. instructed, each student about his/her responsibilities in
mintaini49-*ork areas and storage space

27. utilized an objective and fair evaluation system for stu-
dent performance in cleanup and maintenance activities

In establishing a policy on laboratory use by others, the
teacher:
28. worked cooperatively with the administration and with

others involved to establish policies fair to all groups El Ill 0

fill

29. established policies to protect the vocational laboratory
facilities and equipment El 0 El El

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses If any item

receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacherand resource person should meet to determine
what additional activities the teacher needs to complete in order to reach competency in the weak

area(s).

c
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each modille is designed to help you gain competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success A module is made up of a series of learning
experiences, some providing bacicground information,
some providing-praclice experiences, and others com-
bining these two functions Completing these experi-
ences should enable'you to achieve the terminal objec-
tive in the final learning experience The final experience
in each module always requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school situation when you are an intern,
a student teacher, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program. You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess. Similarly, you need not complete any learning ex-
perience within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you shouid carefully review (1) the Introduction,
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overviews pre-
ceding' each learning experience, and (4) the Final Ex-
perience. After comparing your present needs and com-
petencies with the information you have read in these
sections, you should be ready to make one of the follow-
ing decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent in one or mare of'the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area, and
ready to complete the final learning experience iri
order4o "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learning experience
and have access to an actual Scheotsituation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource person and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2) complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested by your resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
learning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach competency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities; (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person; (4) designing your own learning experience, or
(5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

Terminology
Adtual School Situation . refers to a situation in
which you are actually working with, and responsible
for, secondary or post-secondary vocational students in
a real school An intern, a student teacher, or an in-
service teacher would be functioning in an actual school
situation If you do not have access to an actual school
situation when you are taking the module, you can com-
plete the module uplo the final learning experience You
would then do the final learning experience later, i.e.,
when you have access to an actual school situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback .. refers to an item or
feedback device which may substituteffof required
items which, due to special circumstances, you are un-
able to complete.
Occupational Specialty refers to a specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g , the
service area Trade and lndusttial Education includes
occupational specialties such as automobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
ment and enrich the required items in a learning experi-
ence.

Resource Person refers to the person in charge of
your educational program, the professor, instructor,
administrator, supervisor, or cooperating/ supervising/
classroom teacher who is guiding you in taking this
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary
educational institution;
Vocational Service Area iefers to a m'ajor vocativa I
field agricultural education, business and office educa-
tion, distributive education, health occupations educa-
tion, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module.

Levels of Performance for Final Assessment
N/A The criterion Vas not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None N? attempt was made to meet the criterion,
although it was relevant.
Poor The teacher is unable to perform this skill or
has only very limited ability to perform it
Fair The teacher is unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner.
Excellent The teacher is able to perform this skill in a

,very effective manner



Titles of The Center's
Performante-Based Teacher Education Modules

Category A: Program Planning, Development, and Evaluation

A-1 Prepare for a Community Spivey
A-2 Conduct a Community Survey
A-3 Report the Findings of a Community Survey
A-4 Organize an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occupational Advisory Committee
A-6 Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-10 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate Your Vocational Program

Category B: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2
B-3
B-4
B-5
8,6

Develop Student Performance Objectives
Develop a Unit of Instruction
Develop a Lesson Plan
Select Student Instructional Materials
Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Instructional Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group Discussions, Panel Discussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming, Buzz Group, and Question Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Students in Instructing Other Studs
C-5 Employ Simulation Techniques
C-6 Guide Student Study
C-7 Direct Student Laboratory Experience
C-8 Direct Students in Applying Pi ublem-Solving Techniques

C-9 Employ the Project Method
C-10 Introduce a Lesson
C-11 Summarize a Lesson
C-12 Employ Oral Questioning Techniques
C-13 Employ Reinforcement Techniques
C-14 Proyide Instruction for Slower and More Capable Learners

C-15 Present an Illustrated Talk
C-16 `Demonstrate a Manipulative Skill
C-17 Demonstrate a Concept or PrinciVe
C-18 Individualize Instruction
C-19 Employ the Team Teaching Approach
C-20 Use Subject Matter Experts to-Present Inforniation '

C-21 Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
C-22 Present,Information with Models. Real Objects, and Flannel

'Boards
C-23 Present Information with Overhead and Opaque Materials
C-24 Present Information with Filmstrips and Slides
C-25 Present Information with Films
C-26 Present Information with Audio Recordings
C-27 Present Information with Televised and Videotaped Materials
C-28 Employ Programmed Instruction
C-29 Presentinformation with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D Instructional Evaluation

0-1 Establish Student Performance Criteria
D-2 Assess Student Performance Knowledge
D-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
D-4 Assess Student Performance Skills,
D-5 Determine Student Grades
0-6 Evaluate Your Instructional Effectiveness

Category E: instructional Management

E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting Responsibilities

E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your Vocational Facilities
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

E-5 Provide for Student Safety
E-6 Provide for the First Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Assist Students in Developing Self-Discilpt.
E-8 Organize the Vocational Laboratory
E-9 Manage the Vocational Laboratory

Category F: Guidance
F-1
F-2
F-3
F-4
F-5

Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-Collection Techniques
Gather Student Data Through Personal Contacts
Use Conferences to Help Meet Student Needs
Provide Information on Educational and Career Opportunities
Assist Students in Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category G: School-Community Relations
G-1 Develop a School-Comm unity Relations Plan for Your Vocational

Program
G-2 Give Presentations to:promote Your Votational Program
G-3 Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
G-4 Prepare Displays to Promote Your Vocational Program
0-5 Prepare News Releases and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program
G-6 Arrange for Television and Radio Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct an Open House
G-8 Work with Members of the Community
G-9 Work with State and Local Educators
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Vocational Program

Category H: Student Vocational Organization
A

H-1 Develop a Personal Philosophy Goncerning Student Vocational

Organizations
H-2 Establish a Sludenf Vocational Organization .

H-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members ford 4

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities
H-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
H-6 Guide Participation in Student Vocational Organization Contests

Category}: Professional Role and Development
1-1 Km, Up-to-Date Professionally
1-2 Serve Your Teaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Ahtlosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Position
1-6 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
1-7 Plan the Student Teaching Experience
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education

J-1 Establish Guidelines for Your Coopers e Vocational Program

J-2 Manage the Attendance, Transfers, and erminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program
J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Place Co-Op Students on the Job
J-6 Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate Onlhe-Job Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co Students' On-the-Job Performance
J-9 Prepare for Students' Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

RELATED PUBLICATIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

Materials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Education Materials
Guide to the ImplementOlon of Performance-Based Teacher Education

iT

For Information regarding avallabillt9 and prices of these materials contact

AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30602 (404) 542-2586


